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Abstract approved:

The songs of the Bewick's Wren are discrete units of one to three

seconds duration with intersong intervals several times the length of

the song. Individual song repertoires at the William Finley National

Wildlife Refuge, Oregon, range from 13 to 20 song types, and a given

song type is repeated many times before another song type is intro-

duced. The entire song repertoire is often sung before any song type

bouts are repeated. Attempts to stimulate and to reduce attendant

habituation may have been a selective force in the evolution of large

song repertoires.

Juveniles gain independence from their parents at approximately

35 days of age. Birds disperse as far as 3.2 km, and males may

establish permanent territories and begin developmental subsong by

60 days of age. Sensitivity for song learning is probably maximal

between 30 and 60 days. Some song variations which are developed by

young males appear to be retained from exposure to songs prior to

establishing a territory, but most song variations retained in the

repertoire are those which match the songs of neighboring territorial



males. Thus, neighboring males have very similar song type repertoires.

Juveniles may disperse across minor habitat barriers which prevent

frequent contact of territorial males on opposite sides, and song

learning across such barriers is therefore hindered. The spread of

new song variations formed through imperfect copying of a model song,

or perhaps through improvisation or "drift ", may be restricted by such

minor barriers, and local dialects in relatively isolated habitat

patches may thus be formed. Because the sensitive period for song

learning in the Bewick's Wren occurs after dispersal from the home

territory, dialect boundaries do not reflect population boundaries

as is hypothesized for some species.

The song repertoire size of individuals at the Finley refuge is

dependent upon the date of hatching; birds hatched early in the breeding

season are exposed to and learn more songs or song elements than

birds hatched later in the breeding season. If juvenile males assess

habitat quality when searching for a territory, repertoire size in the

first breeding season may be positively correlated with habitat quality,

and females could possible recognize this correlation.

Differences in 14 measured song parameters at nine geographical

locations in Oregon, California, Arizona, and Colorado reveal marked

geographical differences. The frequency range of song sphrases was

correlated with latitude and presumed species richness, and the

frequency range of song phrases for the depauperate fauna of Santa

Cruz Island, California, was similar to the frequency range of wrens



at more northern latitudes, suggesting the possibility that species-

rich communities may demand more stereotyped and less variable songs

for species recognition. No such patterns were evident in the other

13 measured song parameters.
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SINGING BEHAVIOR OF THE BEWICK'S WREN: DEVELOPMENT,
DIALECTS, POPULATION STRUCTURE, AND GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION

INTRODUCTION

The sounds of birds have been a source of interest for man through-

out history. For example, songs and calls were undoubtedly used by the

earliest hunters to locate and identify prey, and avian cries and move-

ments are frequently imitated in the ceremonial dances of hunting peoples

(Armstrong, 1965). The function of song in territorial proclamation and

mate attraction was first recognized by Bernald Altum in 1868 (Mayr,

1935). However, a lack of suitable analytical equipment delayed a truly

scientific study of bird song until the last 20 years. With the advent

of quality portable recording equipment and sound spectrographic instru-

ments, behavioral scientists have found in the study of bird calls and

songs a wealth of material which is pertinent to many problems in

biology.

The ontogenetic development of bird songs demonstrates the subtle

interplay of genetic and experiential factors found in many facets of

behavioral biology. While the songs of some species are largely "innate"

and develop normally even if the bird is deafened, many passerines re-

quire exposure to songs of adult conspecifics for normal song develop-

ment. Among those species where individuals learn their songs, the

learning ability is at a maximum and often limited to a sensitive period

during the first year of life. Subsong, the first crude attempt to sing,

may begin either during or after this sensitive period, and hearing its

own voice plays a major role in enabling the bird to match the adult song
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which has been acquired ( "templated ") during the sensitive period.

Determining the ecological and evolutionary correlates of the different

forms of song development is one major goal of ethologists.

Local dialects in a species' songs may arise due to this s)ng

learning in much the same way that dialects in human speech develop.

The relationship of such dialects to the population structure of the

species is dependent on the site tenacity and territoriality expressed

by adults as well as the relative timing of the sensitive period and

dispersal among the young birds. If a juvenile remains on its father's

territory until the sensitive period for song learning has passed, the

songs acquired would be largely those of its father, with perhaps slight

modifications to conform to some peculiarities of the songs of other

adult males within earshot. If local dialects are to be maintained,

any subsequent dispersal would be limited by the local distribution of

the father's song patterns. In this case, the dialect area would be

essentially a biological population, the evolutionary unit of the species,

since gene exchange with individuals of other dialects would be rare.

It is the contention of several workers that song dialects may restrict

gene flow and promote ecotypic adaptation (see especially Nottebohm,

1972), yet no field studies describing the precise relationship between

song dialects, population structure, and the dispersal of young birds

have been conducted.

On the other hand, if the sensitive period for song learning follows

dispersal from the home territory, the juvenile may learn songs which

differ from the songs of the home locality as typified by his father.

The relationship between dialect and deme in this case is a function of
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the distance dispersed by the young bird before the onset and termination

of the sensitive period. An intermediate situation may occur where dis-

persal occurs during the sensitive period. This might enable the juvenile

to learn songs of the home locality as well as songs of the locality

where he will eventually breed.

In all cases, maintenance of the local dialect requires a rigid

site tenacity to the locality where the sensitive period was experienced.

The possibility that dialects may limit dispersal could be a clue to

understanding the relatively rapid proliferation of the oscine, or

songbird, species, for genetic adaptation to local environmental condi-

tions would be greatly facilitated. But if dispersal precedes song

learning, the function of song learning may simply be to give neighboring

territorial males similar songs, the possible functions of which remain

unclear.

Variations in songs on a larger scale, over the entire geographical

range of a species, may also reveal some of the poorly understood selec-

tive forces which act upon bird song. A comparison of the songs of

individuals of a given species in species-rich and species-poor, espe-

cially mainland and insular, environments should reveal the intensity or

lack of selection for specific distinctiveness. And as the composition

of the avian community changes throughout the geographical range of a

species, maintenance of specific distinctiveness may require a repat-

terning of song structure in different sound environments which are

encountered.

The great variety of singing behaviors found among the songbirds is

also very perplexing. Some species (e.g., Mockingbirdsl) sing

) Scientific names of bird species are given in the Appendix.
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continuously and have highly variable repertoires which may be used in

lengthy songs, while others sing shorter, less variable songs with inter-

song intervals perhaps five times the actual song length (e.g., Rufous-

sided Towhee; Kroodsma, 1971). Some species have a single song, the

details of which are repeated thousands of times throughout life (e.g.,

Chipping Sparrow; Borror, 1959), while others have more than 100 distinct

and different songs (e.g., Rock Wren; personal observation). Birds with

more than one song may sing one of their song types many times before

switching to another (AAA...BBB...CCC...; e.g., Chaffinch; Marler, 1956),

or long sequences may be sung without repeating any songs (ABCDEFGHIJK...,

e.g., Long-billed Marsh Wren; Verner, 1969), or different songs may be

alternated (ABCABCDEFDEFGHI...; e.g., Rock Wren, personal observation).

The adaptive significance of this variety of song patternings or

sequencings is also unclear, but deserving of further study.

The Bewick's Wren is an excellent subject for studying a number

of these facets of avian vocalizations. This wren is a member of the

family Troglodytidae, many members of which are fabled for their vocal

gymnastics. The Bewick's Wren is a resident species throughout most of

its wide geographical range, and is abundant throughout the western half

of the Pacific coast states and much of the Southwest. It becomes

locally common in the south and east to the Atlantic and in many mid-

western and eastern states. It is my specific intent in this study to

describe and discuss the singing behavior of the Bewick's Wren through-

out the reproductive cycle, the dispersal of young wrens in relation to

song development and the timing of the sensitive period for song learning,

and the geographical variation of songs, both within and between

populations.
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STUDY AREA

My primary study area was located on and about the William L. Finley

National Wildlife Refuge in the Willamette Valley of western Oregon. The

habitats occupied by the wrens were quite varied, but consisted largely

of Oregon oak (Quercus garryana) or Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia) wood-

land with a dense understory of blackberry (Rubus macropetalus), nutka

rose (Rosa nutkana), and snowberry (Symphoricarpmalbus). The wrens were

also abundant in the numerous brushy fence rows which bordered the agri-

cultural lands. The numbered territories on the outline map of this

study area in Figure 1 indicate the dispersion of the breeding pairs and

the spatial configuration of available habitat.

In the attempt to assess geographical variation in songs and

singing behaviors within the Willamette Valley, songs of male wrens were

recorded at localities 8 km, 16 km (Corvallis), 24 km, 64 km (Basket

Slough National Wildlife Refuge), and 153 km (Sauvie Island) north of the

Finley refuge. A broader survey of geographical variation was obtained

from the subspecies (American Ornithologists' Union, 1957) and localities

listed below:

Subspecies

T. b. eremophilus

Location

Bog Springs Campground, Madera
Canyon, Arizona

Colorado National Monument, Grand
Junction, Colorado

T. b. atrestus Klamath Falls, Oregon

T. b. spilurus Point Reyes Bird Observatory,
Bolinas, California

T. b. nesophilus Santa Cruz Island, California
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T. b. correctus Mission Canyon, Santa Barbara,
California

The subspecies of the Bewick's Wren studied in the Willamette

Valley of Oregon is T. b. calophonus.



Figure 1. Outline map of study area at Finley refuge, Oregon.
Numbers refer to territorial males; those in paren-
theses were present during 1969 or 1970 only, while
all others are 1971 territorial males. Cross-hatched
areas are habitats unoccupied by wrens. Birds dis-
cussed in the text are indexed below with the
coordinates of their location on the map.

Bird No. Index Bird No. Index Bird No. Index

8 F9 91 F8 223 Flt
13 El5 94 E8 227 F13
14 16 98 E7 228 E12
16 A7 101 F8 229 Fll
17 A8 115 F8 230 ,Ell
18 A8 116 G9 254 Ii

19 A7 119 G9 275 H2
26 H8 130 14 289 F6
27 E9 155 F3 304 E6
30 H7 161 E2 308 D5
31 H7 168 D6 326 D5
32 12 180 H3 331 F15
40 G7 181 14 349 H6
43 G7 182 H2 350 G2
44 F7 199 H2 355 E7
45 H5 202 G4 357 E13
46 H6 212 G8 360 13
47 H6 215 C5
49 H5 218 F8 NB-1 F15
60 14 221 E12 NB-2 J12
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METHODS

Field Methods

All songs were recorded at a tape speed of 7.5 ips on a Uher 4000

Report-L tape recorder, using a MD405S Cardioid microphone placed at the

focal point of a 60 cm diameter aluminum parabolic reflector. Song play-

back was used occasionally to induce singing or to bring a singing bird

to an open perch where background-free recordings might be obtained.

Analyses indicated that the singing rate was increased and songs were

shortened following playback, but the overall structure of the songs

remained unchanged.

Most birds which I recorded were captured in a mist net and indi-

vidually marked with a U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service numbered aluminum

band and two split celluloid colored bands. Nine different colors (red,

yellow, white; orange, dark and light green, dark and light blue, and

pink) and a maximum of two bands per leg allowed combinations sufficient

for individually marking over 400 birds.

Territorial males were captured by placing the tape recorder at the

base of the net and playing a song loop. Placement of the net between

two brushy patches of vegetation with no overhead perches was important

and greatly facilitated the banding process. Usually only the male was

caught; sex determination was confirmed by songs or certain call notes

which are used exclusively by males. During late July and August, many

independent juveniles were also netted by this method and at one site

eight juveniles were captured within 45 minutes. The sexes were in-

distinguishable at this time, but the juvenile status was usually obvious



from the fresh unworn plumage, the laterally protruding or "swollen"

rictal portion of the bill, and the unossified skull.

Finding nests of the Bewick's Wren required many hours of searching,

and upon finding a nest, the young were often inaccessible due to the

narrow opening or the depth of the cavity in which nests were placed.

Although 17 nestlings were banded, most young were banded as fledglings

while still dependent upon their parents. During their first week out

of the nest, young remained low in dense vegetation, and playback of

adult calls or songs failed to lure them into the mist net. But by

placing the net between brushy patches of vegetation and herding the

young birds in the direction of the net, I was successful-in capturing

97 fledglings. The adult female was often captured with the young birds,

but since I found no effective method for calling females into the net,

I made no concentrated efforts to capture and band appreciable numbers

of them. Birds were numbered successively as they were caught, i.e., the

300th bird banded was labeled Bird 300.

Territorial boundaries were determined by observation of normal

foraging locations of wren pairs and by using song playback to induce

territorial conflicts between neighboring males. The observed movements

were plotted on field maps generalized from aerial photographs.

Behavioral observations were made systematically during the six

defined phases of the reproductive cycle (unpaired, nest-building, egg-

laying, incubation, nestling, and fledgling periods). I divided the

diurnal activity period of the wrens into seven periods, a presunrise (0)

and six equal-length periods from sunrise to sunset (1-6). Males began

singing 35-40 minutes before sunrise, and the other six activity periods
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ranged in length from 127 minutes in late March to 156 minutes during

June. All observable behaviors, especially singing or calling, were

noted to the nearest second on field forms.

Analytical Methods

Tapes were analyzed with a Kay 6061A Sonagraph. The wide (300 Hz)

rather than the narrow (45 Hz) band pass filter was used for analysis;

this allowed more accurate resolution in time but did sacrifice a finer

resolution of frequency.

The sound spectrograph is now widely used in graphing bird songs,

but the interpretation of the graphs is not always straightforward (see

Davis, 1964). Both the nature and source of sound should be understood

clearly before attempting any interpretation of the sonagrams. Sound

waves are produced by the vibrations of an object; the number of pulses

produced per second is the frequency in cycles per second. These indi-

vidual pulses may be counted on a sonagram produced from a tape which has

been slowed down to only a fraction of the normal speed. For example,

a 1000 Hz pure tone, when reduced to a tape speed of 1/16 normal speed,

should reveal 10006 = 62.5 pulses per second. But such pure tones are

rarely produced by birds. The basic sound may be modulated by changes in

frequency, amplitude, or both, and the songs of the Bewick's Wren clearly

demonstrate these phenomena.

In birds, the membranes within the syrinx generate the sound-

producing vibrations. The Oscines, or "songbirds", have a tracheo-

bronchial syrinx and may produce more than two sounds simultaneously

because of their dual voice boxes. But several phenomena may appear to
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produce more than two simultaneous voices when using the sound spectro-

graph. Harmonics are often produced and may usually be detected by their

frequency, an integral multiple of the fundamental. "Ringing", or the

discharge of stored energy in the spectrograph's condensers, may produce

a smear on the sonogram; although this problem is alleviated somewhat by

use of the wide band filter, some temporally distinct tones may merge

with or overlap others on the sonagram. And other distortions, fre-

quently caused by high recording levels, may produce artifacts which are

biologically uninterpretable (Davis, 1964).

The terminology used to describe bird songs varies; hence, attempts

to standardize definitions are desirable. The terminology used by

Mulligan (1966) has gained general acceptance among many bioacousticians,

in spite of the fact that certain terms (e.g., note) may be unacceptable

to physicists (Davis, 1964; Broughten, 1965). Terms which I use in

describing the songs of the Bewick's Wren are defined below and are

illustrated in Figure 2. They are largely consistent with those of

Mulligan (1966).

Note - sound producing a continuous trace on a sonagram (this
is the "figure" of Davis, 1964).

Syllable - a note or group of notes which is serially repeated,
i.e., the unit of repetition in a trill (this is the "phrase"
of Borror, 1956)

Trill - a consecutive series of the same syllable

Note complex - an unrepeated note or .group of notes, bounded
either by trills or the beginning or ending of the song

Phrase - a section of the song, either a note complex or a trill

Song type - a unique sequence of phrase types which is repeated
in a consistent manner in the repertoire of an individual
male; only the number of syllables in the trills varies
appreciably; an objective classification (see song pattern)
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Bout - a consecutive series of songs of the same song type

Song pattern - song types from different males which are very
similar in sequence and structure of phrase types; a
subjective classification

Interval - any silent period between phrases within a song or
between the songs.

Singing rate - number of songs per unit time, usually per minute

Variation - any recognizable deviation from a model (usually a song
pattern or a song type)



Figure 2. Terms defined in the text illustrated on a sonagram of a typical
Bewick's Wren song type from the Finley refuge, Oregon. The vertical
scale is in kHz and the time marker is 0.50 sec in all figures unless
otherwise indicated.
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SINGING BEHAVIOR

Singing Behavior--General

Songs at the Finley refuge are discrete units of one to three sec-

onds duration (7 = 1.71 sec, n = 64) followed by silent intervals which

are usually several times the length of the song. Singing rates reach a

maximum of 14 songs/min, but average only 7.56 songs/min (n = 315 bouts,

S.E. = 0.11). Thus, during delivery of a bout approximately 1.71 sec/song

x 7.56 songs/min x 1 min/60 sec x 100 = 21.5 percent of the time is spent

actually singing. Each individual has many different song types (see

below), but songs of a given type are repeated many times before another

song type is introduced. At times, however, songs of two song types are

alternated. This occurs quite frequently during early morning, usually

as a transition from one bout to another. This might be illustrated

"...AAABABBB...", but two song types could be alternated for several

minutes duration. Also, an occasional "hybrid" song type (perhaps one

in 10,000 songs) occurs during these periods of transition; but this

hybrid is never repeated and is always preceded and followed by the two

song types from which it is derived. Hence, such a "hybrid" is not

classified as a true song type.

Distinctiveness of Song Types

Consecutive songs of a given song type differ only in the number of

syllables in the trills. The frequency and structural features of syl-

lables and note complexes, total number of phrases, rate of syllable

repetition in the trill, and all other features of a song type are very
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constant. Most song types in the repertoire of an individual are recog-

nizable to the human ear, but some are so similar that sonagraphic

analysis is required in order to detect the slight but consistent dif-

ferences. One such example is illustrated in Figure 3. A casual glance

at the two sonagrams reveals no differences, but closer analysis reveals

a consistent difference in the structure of the syllable and the rate of

syllable repetition in the last trill. Such close analysis is needed

very infrequently, but significant differences as shown in Figure 3 do

warrant classification of two rather than a single song type.

Sequential Patterns

The song type sequences used by many individuals were very ordered.

Table 1 is a contingency table of song type sequences for the observations

of a Colorado bird. Bouts of seven out of 10 song types were followed by

specific song type 50 percent or more of the time. By definition any one

of nine bouts (not 10) can follow the singing of a given bout. Assuming

all song types are used with equal frequency (and chi-square analysis

gives no reason to reject this assumption), the probabilities of recording

by chance any of the nine sequences an equal or greater number of times

than observed is indicated in Table 1. For example, the probability that

one song type will follow song type 4 at least three of four times is

9 x 1/9n x (8/9)t-n = 0.0123, where t is the total number of observations

(4) and n is the number of like sequences observed (3). Six of 10 song

types were followed by a specific song type a significant number of times

(probability of observing by chance< 0.05). A typical sequence of song

types which might be expected from this Colorado bird is indicated in

Figure 4. This Colorado bird was chosen as an example because of



Figure 3. Sonagrams of two very similar song types in the repertoire of an
individual Bewick's Wren (Bird 304). The rates of syllable
repetition (± 2 SE of mean) in the last trill are 5.71 t 0.06
syllables/second (n = Il) and 5.00 ± 0.03 syllables/second
(n = 8) for the top and bottom songs, respectively. The difference
is clearly significant (p4 0.001).



)
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Table 1. Contingency table of song type sequences from observations of
a Colorado bird. The probability (p) that at least n of t
bouts following a bout of a given song type will be the same
by chance along is indicated.

Bout

preceding
Bout of song type following

n t p1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

- 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 1.0000

2 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 3 6 0.0099

3 1 0 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0.0123

4 0 0 1 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0.0123

5 1 5 0 0 - 0 0 1 2 0 5 9 0.0001

6 0 0 1 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 3 1.0000

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 4 4 0.0014

8 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 3 5 0.0111

9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 4 0.1001

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.0000
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9 10

Figure 4. A typical sequence of song types expected from the well-studied
Colorado bird.
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relatively lengthy observations on a bird with a small repertoire size.

Much longer observation periods are required for birds with larger reper-

toire sizes, but all data do indicate that such orderly behavior is not

lost with larger repertoires.

Perhaps as a result of such ordered singing behaviors, many birds

sing their entire repertoires before repeating any bouts. The probability

of a bird with 16 song types doing so by chance is extremely low: given

one song type, the probability that the 15 others in an average bird's

repertoire would follow by chance without bout repetition is 151/1515 =

3 x 10-6. Yet birds at the Finley refuge, where song type repertoires

averaged 16.3 (see below), frequently did present their entire repertoire

before repeating bouts. A few birds, however, did tend to use some song

types more than others, and as a result song type sequences were not as

orderly. For example, 35.7 percent of one bird's bouts (n = 42) were of

two of his 13 song types.

Neighboring males tended to countersing with songs of the same pat-

tern, and in this way also affected the song type sequences used by one

another. On one morning I was able to listen to three birds simultane-

ously for one hour. Two of the birds were able to hear additional males,

but the territory of the other was positioned so that he could hear only

the other two. He matched the songs of these two birds 18.1 percent of

the time, and four of 10 bouts initiated during this time were bouts

being sungby one of his neighbors. Consecutive bouts of neighboring

birds were matched twice by this bird and once by one of the other two

birds, thus giving a community pattern of song type sequences.
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Repertoire Sizes

The total song repertoire of a male was determined by recording and

analyzing his songs on several successive mornings. By gi-aphing the

number of song types appearing for the first time on the ordinate against

the total number of bouts (abscissa), the song repertoire size may be

read where the curve levels off. The two graphs in Figure 5 demonstrate

repertoire size determination for two different males at the Finley refuge.

The second portion of each graph represents the number of song types

appearing for the second time versus the total number of bouts. The

degree of order in the singing behvior of the bird as well as the con-

tinuity of my sampling periods influenced the sample size required, but

by the time a male had sung two bouts of each song type the curve had

usually leveled off and I was reasonably assured of having obtained the

total repertoire of song types. During lengthy behavioral observations

with several males and extended recording sessions with other males (e.g.,

Male A, Figure 5), a new song type was never introduced after all others

previously sampled had been used in two bouts. The average repertoire

size of 31 birds which were studied at the Finley refuge was 16.3 song

types (S.E. = 0.38; range, 13 to 20).

Singing Behavior through the Reproductive Cycle

The singing behavior of the male is dependent upon his breeding

status as well as the time of day and year. In Figure 6 is graphed the

percent of time observed singing for males during the seven periods of

the day (see METHODS) through the six phases of the reproductive cycle.

As expected, unpaired males sing the most, presumably advertising
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Unpaired
Nest-building
Egg-laying
Incubation
Nestling
Fledgling

Time period of day
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

615 1536 1500 1116 750 750 762
221 2968 2820 1344 816 1338 774
643 2160 1272 1608 1476 810 810
378 1038 948 808 804 1236 864
156 870 870 114 0 0 0
300 930 930 120 0 0 0
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throughout the daylight period for a mate. The percent of time spent

singing by unpaired males gradually declines until sunset in much the same

way that singing intensity declines during presunrise periods as the re-

productive cycle progresses. However, the data on progression of the

reproductive cycle are not independent of the advance of the Julian

calendar, since data were collected as selected wren pairs were followed

through the breeding cycle. Thus, data for late reproductive phases

were inevitably collected later in the summer than were data for nest-

building birds.

During presunrise periods, males usually sing from favorite song-

posts, but the context in which songs are used during other periods of

the day depends largely on the phase of the reproductive cycle. Later

in the day unpaired birds frequently forage while singing, tending to

reduce the singing rate and total singing time through the day. Males

and females forage together during most of the nest-building period,

usually building during the mornings only. The male and female are

constantly together, and the male is usually very aggressive and may

sing while chasing the female. One to four songs are often sung in

rapid succession during such a chase, and I never found successive songs

to be of the same song type. Two song types may be alternated several

times, but as many as three different song types may be used within

three to four seconds. At other times the male sings outside the nest

entrance while the female is within the nest cavity. During the egg-

laying phase, the female is fed by the male throughout the day in typical

passerine courtship feeding. Aggression wanes, but occasional chases

with rapid alternation of song types occur here as well. During the

incubation period the male feeds the female on the nest in much the same
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way that young are fed during the nestling stage. Songs near the nest

are frequent, and the female (incubation) or young (nestling) often call

in return. After fledging the young call very loudly whenever the male

sings, and a feeding usually does follow. Thus, the young are exposed to

frequent singing by the father until the age at which they become inde-

pendent (approximately 35 days).

The number of songs per bout varies with the context in which the

songs are used (see Table 2). After sunrise, paired males sing rela-

tively few songs per bout. Songs given while chasing females are usually

not repeated, and songs preceding the feeding of the incubating female,

the nestlings, or the fledglings are given intermittently and, as time

between songs increases, the probability increases that the next song

will be of a different song type. The median number of songs/bout

during time periods when the male is not directly influenced by a female

or by young (i.e., for unpaired birds and during presunrise periods for

paired birds) is a function of the time of year and the percent of time

spent singing. During presunrise observational periods, a significant

portion (p4 0.005) of the variance in the median number of songs/bout

is explained by linear regression on the time of year (Figure 7). Nega-

tively correlated with this increased number of songs/bout is the percent

of time spent singing (p4 0.01, Figure 8). Thus, as the breeding season

progresses and (to a limited extent) as the daily cycle for an unpaired

bird progresses, the percent of time spent singing decreases and the

number of songs/bout increases. A finer analysis of the data for unpaired

birds during presunrise periods from March through June confirmed that

this change in singing behavior was not dependent on the phase of the

reproductive cycle but was a function of the time of year.
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Table 2. Median number of songs per bout observed during the seven
daily time periods through the six phases of the reproductive
cycle. The sample sizes are given in parentheses.

Breeding phase

0 1

Time Period of Day
2 3 4 5 6

Unpaired 32(87) 47(121) 54(57) 54(30) 42(11) 21(13) 54(6)
Nest-building 28(18) 5(7) 5(9) 18(6) 13(5) 14(5) 6(5)
Egg-laying 41(21) 23(12) 4(11) 27(4) 9(5) 0(0) 3(2)
Incubation 62(4) 24(12) 16(3) 25(4) 14(2) 10(3) 6(4)
Nestling 50(11) 19(9) 12(6) 3(1) --
Fledgling 64(4) 14(6) 6(6) 4(1) --
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DISPERSAL OF YOUNG IN RELATION TO SONG DEVELOPMENT

The relationship between observed dialect areas and populational

boundaries can be determined only by marking large numbers of young birds

and following their subsequent dispersal patterns after gaining total in-

dependence from the home territory. The timing of the song learning

period can then be sketched in rough terms by comparing the song variations

acquired by the juvenile to the song variations in his sound environ-

ment, and by then determining the approximate age at which the juvenile

was exposed to those variations which were acquired. The relationship

between dialect and deme is dependent upon the relative timing of the

song learning period and dispersal. In an effort to interrelate these

crucial factors, I here describe 1) dispersal patterns, 2) song develop-

ment, and 3) the source of the song variations acquired by the juvenile

male Bewick's wren.

Dispersal of Young

The breeding season of the Bewick's Wren extends from April to

August at the Finley refuge. The majority of young leave the nest in

late May and early June (10 of 19'broods in 1970 fledged between 17 May

and 7 June), although some may fledge during late July (Kroodsma, in

press). The incubation period averages 14 days (Bent, 1948), and after

leaving the nest the young (then fledglings) remain in the home territory

and are fed by both parents for two to three weeks. The age at which the

young gain complete independence varies considerably. Most probably

leave the home territory at approximately five weeks of age, but some may
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remain for considerably longer periods. I found three young on their

home territory at 10, 15, and 16 weeks of age. A fourth was closely

associated with its father to the age of 27 weeks.

The fates of young after leaving the home territory were difficult

to determine. I banded 17 nestlings which I never saw away from the home

territory. At least five of these young did fledge, but some nestling

mortality may have occurred. Of 97 banded fledglings only 17 (17.5

percent) were resighted. Of the 57 independent juveniles banded between

July and November of 1969 and 1970, 26 (45.6 percent) were resighted.

The history of young birds following independence may be sketched from

the resightings of these 43 (26 17) birds.

Many young males establish territories during July and August of

their first year. The occurrence of subsong, the very earliest stage

of audible song development, is the first indication that a young male

is establishing a territory (see below). At this time, most adult males

have finished breeding for the year, and many have begun to molt.

Aggression wanes, and the young males frequently settle in portions of

the habitat which were already unoccupied or which adult males may vacate

during this period of the year.

One bird which was banded as a fledgling had established a territory

and begun subsong by the age of 60 days; three others were found at the

ages of 80, 110, and 135 days, but they very likely had been overlooked

during the earlier stages of subsong. The subsong in these three birds

was more advanced than in the first bird, and I only infrequently

visited the habitat patches in which these were settled. Thus, the

majority of young males probably establish territories when approximately
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60 days old, but territorial establishment may occur even earlier if the

commencement of subsong follows the onset of territorial defense.

The banding of other juvenile males during this period verified

that the young males were in fact establishing territories: no bird

banded or sighted in subsong was ever found to disperse later. On

occasions the disappearance of a neighboring adult male allowed a juve

nile to expand its territory to include better habitat, but no other

forms of movement were detected.

The dispersal distances of these young males may be readily calcu-

lated by plotting dispersal movements on aerial photographs. Average

dispersal distances are strongly biased, for only those birds which re-

mained within the overall study area could be resighted, and birds

remaining nearer the center of the study area were more likely to be

detected than those nearer the edges. The average dispersal distances

presented are therefore underestimates for the population. The average

dispersal distance for the 11 males banded as fledglings and subsequent-

ly resighted was 1.2 km (range, 0.1 to 3.2 km). The frequency distribu-

tion of dispersal distances (Table 3) suggests that the majority of birds

did not disperse beyond 2 km. Males could readily be observed because

of their responses to song playback, and I regularly censused my large

study area.

Females were more difficult to follow, but appeared to have much the

same strategy for dispersal and establishment as the males. A sizable

percentage of the adult male population was unmated during the breeding

season (Kroodsma, 1972), and many juvenile females paired with these

unmated males during July and August, probably at the same ages at which

the juvenile males were establishing territories. I banded five females



Table 3. Summary of dispersal distances of young wrens.
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Birds banded as
km dispersed Fledglings* Independent juveniles
from site of
banding May-July July-August** November

0.0 - 0.5 2 4 3

0.6 - 1.0 5*** 4 0

1.1 - 1.5 2 1 0

1.6 - 2.0 3 0 0

2.1 - 2.5 0 0 0

2.6 - 3.0 0 0 0

3.1 - 3.5 1 0 0

n, total number 13 9 3

of birds

7, mean dispersal
distance in km 1.1 0.6 0.3

s, standard devia-
tion of dis-
persal distance 0.8 0.4 0.2

* does not include 4 birds (probably females) which remained on the
home territory for an unusually long time (see text)

** does not include 14 birds which had already established territories
(males) or paired (females) when banded (see text)

*** includes 2 females--all other resighted fledglings were males
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between 21 July and 9 August 1969 which appeared to have paired to an

adult male in this manner. A female banded as a fledgling in May 1970

was paired to an adult male at the age of 75 days. Dispersal distances

of the only two resighted females banded as fledglings were 0.75 and

0.83 km. Four other young birds found in the home territory between

10 and 27 weeks of age (see above) were probably all females, as most

males by this time had begun song development on their own territory.

None of these birds was sighted after
1 January, however, and they did

not remain to breed on the home territory the following spring.

Of 23 independent juveniles banded between 21 July and 13 August and

later resighted, 14 (60.9 percent) were observed at the same location

either late in that year or during the following breeding season. The

banding techniques used may preferentially capture males which have

already established a territory and which therefore respond to song play-

back. But many other juveniles were also captured, often in the same

net, suggesting that not only the established males or females were being

captured. The nine juveniles which did disperse following capture moved

an average distance of only 0.6 km, about half the distance moved by males

which were banded as fledglings in their father's territory. Eight of the

nine birds were resighted during the following breeding season, and

six were males.

The three birds which I banded in November 1969 moved an average of

only 0.3 km by the following breeding season. This short distance to-

gether with the increasing number of juveniles either paired (females) or

defending territories (males, possibly paired later in the year) is

indicative of the decreasing dispersal tendencies. Most of these birds

were probably those which hatched late in the breeding season, i.e.,during
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July or early August, and one would expect some movement until two or

three months of age. Also, whenever a mated male disappears, the unmated

female may remain on the territory for several weeks, but if no male is

attracted to the undefended territory, she may eventually disperse, pre-

sumably in search of a mate. Thus, a limited amount of movement may occur

throughout the year.

Song Development

The earliest trace of developmental subsong which I heard was from

a 60-day old juvenile male. At this age, the vocalizations are extremely

crude jingles, but careful listening and spectrographic analysis reveals

many portions of and some entire adult song patterns. Successive sylla-

bles of a trill are highly variable in both structure and frequency.

Portions of the same adult song patterns are rarely repeated in succes--

sion--a 10-second burst of subsong may contain portions of what will

eventually crystallize into five or six adult songs (see Figure 9). Many

notes or phrases are also uttered at this time which bear no resemblance

to portions of adult songs in the vicinity or to portions of adult songs

which the juvenile will eventually develop. Inserted between these ill-

defined, variable-frequency jingles are several of the call notes which

will during the adult life be used in specific contexts involving terri-

torial defense, maintenance of the pair bond, etc. The subsong is

usually relatively quiet compared to the adult song, and is sung continu-

ally while foraging through dense underbrush. Rarely is it given from a

song post as is the adult song. I found no imitation of other species'

calls or songs incorporated into the subsong as did Thorpe (1961) with

chaffinches.



Figure 9. Portions of three adult songs (top, bottom) found in a short sequence
of the developmental subsong (center) of an 80-day old juvenile male.
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In the earliest subsong can be found traces of adult song patterns

which are unique to adult males in the immediate area where the juvenile

has established his territory (see below, and Figure 10). The first song

type illustrated in Figure 10 was unique to Bird 91, an immediate neigh-

bor of the juvenile 212. I found a similar song pattern in the reper-

toire of 30 other adults at the Finley refuge, but in only one bird, the

immediate neighbor of this juvenile male, did the peculiar combination

of a long syllable and several shorter syllables in the first trill occur.

The subsong of the two juvenile males which I recorded contained no song

patterns (or portions thereof) which were unique to the fathers or to the

home locality.

The subsong of one juvenile was recorded almost weekly from the age

of 80 to 150 days, although developmental subsong probably began well

before 80 days. The recording on day 150 was very complete and approxi-

mately 30 minutes in length, and contained representative samples of what

would probably have developed into 18 adult song types. Sixteen of these

18 song types were detected in the three recordings made between day 80

and day 85. Although some were still in very crude form, the sequences

of phrases and note complexes which were commonly used by neighboring

males were given for each song type at least once. Some song types were

sung repeatedly and frequently with very good quality, but some were

characteristically abbreviated until a later age. The first trace of the

17th song type was not found until day 94. It may have been missed by

chance in the first three recordings, but the other 16 song types were

given with sufficient frequency that this song type should also have

appeared if it was present in the repertoire at that time.

The 18th song type did not occur in the repertoire until a later



Figure 10. Three songs with adult quality elicited from an 80-day old juvenile
male (Bird 212) by playback of his subsong, compared to the songs
of adult neighboring males. The portion of the top song type unique
to this juvenile and his immediate neighbor (Bird 91) is discussed
in the text.
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age. Two common adult song patterns at the Finley refuge are illustrated

in Figure 11. The juvenile at 85 days frequently sang pattern P (phrase

or note combination 1-2-3-4-5), but combined half of this pattern with

trill type 8 (1-2-3-4-8) to form the first trace of his 18th song type (Q).

Recordings on days 94 and 104 included the other 17 song types but no

greater development of the 18th type. On day 115 just a trace of note

types 6 and 7 occurred in a single song. The recordings of day 131 were

of short duration and did not contain this song pattern. By day 138 the

quality of the song had improved markedly, and by day 150 the song was

essentially identical (except for the variable frequency) to the typical

adult song pattern. The unusual combination of song patterns P and Q

(1-2-3-4-8) was still given on day 150, but it became less frequent and

probably would not have persisted to the adult repertoire. I did not

find this combination in the repertoire of any other birds at the refuge,

despite sampling the repertoires of over 30 adults, and recording more

than 30 examples of each of the other two sequences (1-2-3-4-5 and

1-2-6-7-4-8, which did sometimes, however, lack the introductory phrase

and begin with note type 2, Figure 11).

The quality of a given song type was highly variable on any given

day, and depended largely on the acoustical and perhaps visual cues

available from conspecifics, whether adult or juvenile males or females.

Song playback or countersinging with a neighboring adult often elicited

nearly perfect songs. For example, on day 80 I recorded and played back

to the above juvenile some of his crude subsong. The songs with which

the juvenile replied were of better quality than nearly all songs which

were recorded without playback through day 150. Three of these songs are

illustrated in Figure 10.



Figure 11. Gradual development of song type Q in the subsong of a juvenile
male (Bird 212).
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In general, there is a progressive refinement in the quality of the

subsong during development. The frequency of a given note or phrase be-

comes more consistent, and the sequences of phrases and trills become more

rigid. Song types are repeated more frequently, and call notes gradually

disappear from singing performances. By late November the songs of the

juveniles differ little from those of adult males in the vicinity. During

January 1970 I recorded the songs of one unmated juvenile which had been

banded on his territory during July 1969. Twenty-five different song

types were used, only 20 of which persisted throughout the following

breeding season. The use of song playback three times during several

hours may have been the stimulus for the increased number of variations.

Three of the five variations which were later eliminated from the reper-

toire were actually combinations of the 20 which remained in the reper-

toire. Such combinations were sung far more infrequently by adults (only

1 in approximately 10,000 songs). The other two variations were, however,

common among neighboring males. Although I listened without playback to

over 6000 songs during late March, neither was heard again. These two

variations were not dropped completely, though, for portions of each were

retained in two of the more persistent song types. The frequency and

structure of successive song types in January were very constant and in

these respects were indistinguishable from adult songs, but birds at this

age retain the ability to drop certain phrases or phrase sequences from

their repertoire.

The song repertoire size which a bird developed was related to his

date of hatching. I determined the adult song repertoires of seven

juvenile males which had been banded as fledglings. The repertoire size

of a bird may be categorized in several ways. The number of song types
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is an objective classification, as is the total number of phrases con-

tained in those song types. However, when categorizing the number of

different phrases or the number of different syllable types, comparisons

and subjective evaluations must be made. But whichever classification I

used, the results were nearly identical. A significant portion of the

variability in the number of song types (0.01< p< 0.025), syllable types

(0.001< p< 0.005), phrase types (1)40.001), and total phrases

(0.005< p< 0.01) was explained by linear regression on the estimated date

of hatching (Figure 12). Thus, the adult repertoire as recorded in the

first breeding season is in large part a function of the date on which

the male hatched during the previous breeding season.

Source of Song Variations Acquired by Juvenile Males

I have particularly thorough information for an individual which was

banded on 19 June 1970 as one of three fledglings of Bird 94 near the

refuge headquarters (see Figure 1). I relocated this individual 8 March

1971 after he had established a territory approximately 1 km to the

south (Bird 326, Figure 1). Three older males had retained their terri-

tories near the son, but a fourth neighbor (Bird 227) had been replaced

by another first year male (357). The two males (Birds 228 and 230)

which had occupied the son's territory the previous year also disappeared.

I did not observe territory establishment by Bird 326 and his replacement

of the two adults, but it undoubtedly happened in a manner similar to that

which had been seen repeatedly elsewhere. Because of the extensive

brushy habitat around the territory of Bird 229, this may have been a

likely place for the juvenile to establish a temporary foothold. The

evidence from the song variations which he developed tends to support
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this speculation, but this juvenile could have been exposed to the songs

of at least five and possibly a total of six males (Birds 221, 223, 227,

228, 229, and 230, Figure 1) during territory establishment.

Each of the 15 song types in the repertoire of this juvenile may be

examined in an attempt to determine its source, i.e., the tutor from which

each particular variation was learned. Two song types in the son's reper-

toire were unlike any songs in his father's repertoire. The first (song

type M) was an exact copy of that found in the neighboring Bird 221 (see

Figure 13). The second song type (V) was basically the same as found in

neighbor 229, but one note (Note a, Figure 13) was repeated several times.

Each of the two song patterns (M and V) was common on my study area.

They were recorded in the repertoire of seven and 32 other birds, respec-

tively. Most birds (29 of 32) did repeat note type a of pattern V

several times, so this song type of the son was not unusual.

Two other song types in the son's repertoire (E and W, Figure 13)

resembled songs of the father in overall pattern and sound, but several

structural details differed. In song pattern W, the differences were

very apparent in the syllable structure of the trill and the length of

the frequency modulated note preceding the trill; in song pattern E the

differences lay in the syllable structure of the last trill. The son's

song types were good copies of the songs which occurred in the repertoires

of the three surviving neighboring males.

The remaining 11 song types of the son showed more subtle similarities

to his neighbor's songs, involving differences in frequency, timing, or

perhaps structural details. Structural differences in five of the 11

remaining song patterns are illustrated in Figure 14. For song pattern L

differences were apparent in the repetitive unit (syllable) of the trill



Figure 13. Four song types developed by Bird 326 which were very
different from song types of his father (94) but
identical to song types of his immediate territorial
neighbors (Birds 221, 223, 229).
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and the structure of the note immediately preceding it. The syllable of

of the father was 180 degrees out of phase with the syllable of the other

four birds. The note before the trill was more variable, and is discussed

in more detail later (see Figures 19 and 20). The dropping frequency

of the son's note was like that found in the repertoire of Bird 229 and

in another bird (331, Figure 1) to the south. The notes of Birds 221 and

223, the other two neighbors, were more like those in the father's song.

Song pattern U was also common at the refuge. Two basic variations

occurred, one with two trills and one with only one trill. The father

(Bird 94) and Bird 223 conformed to the latter variation, while the son

and his other two neighbors conformed to the former. The song of the son

and Bird 221 were nearly identical.

In song pattern D the syllable structure in the first trill varied.

The syllable tail reached a lower frequency in the song types of the son

and Bird 229 than it did in the song types of Birds 94, 221, and 223.

This latter variation, where the syllable tail dropped only to the average

frequency of the entire syllable, was also found in Birds 8, 115, and 116,

and was a peculiar local variant of the more common variation (as found

in Birds 326 and 229) which was recorded in a total of 31 birds.

In song pattern Y the structure of the syllable in the last trill

varied. The apex of this note in the father was the most acute, and

trailed off sharply in frequency. But examination of the syllable

structure in the first trill of song pattern Y revealed little difference

between the father and son. The son may have developed and retained this

syllable while still on his father's territory, but at least seven other

birds on the refuge sang this variation, and without records of the three

missing neighbors of the son, any conclusion would be equivocal. With
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song pattern P, the structure and frequency of the syllable in the first

trill differed. Only in the father's song and in variation a of the son

(see Figure 14) did the two tails preceding the downstroke overlap in

frequency. The overall frequency of this variation was also consistently

lower than that found in variation b of the son, which was nearly identi

cal to the variations found among his three surviving neighbors. Varia-

tion a was recorded from the son only once, and it was sung during a bout

of songs with variation b. In only two other birds (98 and 331) was

variation a recorded. Again, any conclusions remain equivocal, but a

good possibility exists that at least one of these two variations (the

syllable structure in the first trill of song patterns P and Y) was

retained from exposure to the father's songs.

Qualitative differences between the father and son were found in the

remaining six song patterns, but in an effort to quantify the observed

differences in the songs of the five birds, I re-examined each phrase in

the son's songs. Depending on the phrase complexity, one or two measure-

ments (a total of 58) or qualitative structural comparisons (15) were

made. Using unlabeled sonograms so that the source of each was unknown,

I then studied the phrases of the three neighbors and the father. Compari-

sons for each phrase were made, and the phrases of the four potential

tutors were rated 0, 1, 2, or 3, with 0 indicating the greatest similarity

to and 3 indicating the greatest difference from the corresponding phrase

of the son's repertoire. If a phrase was lacking it was automatically

rated 3. Ties were averaged, e.g., (2+3)/2 = 2.5, or (1+2+3)/3 = 2. A

"difference index" for an entire song could be constructed similarly by

averaging the phrase ratings for each song. Songs of a given song pattern

with the lowest average phrase ratings were rated 0, etc.



Figure 14. Portions of five song types developed by Bird 326 com-
pared to song types of his father (94) and his terri-
torial neighbors (221, 223, 229). The syllables of
each song pattern illustrated are indicated by the
arrows.
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A summary of the results is given in Table 4. All statistics verify

the close similarity of the songs in the repertoires of the son and Bird

229, his immediate neighbor to the east. Bird 229 had by far the lowest

average phrase rating (0.97), the largest number of phrases most closely

matching the son's phrases (31.25 of 73 possible, or 42.8 percent), the

lowest number of phrases least similar to the son's (7.49 of 73, or 10.3

percent), the lowest average song rating (0.73), and the largest number

of songs most closely matching the son's (9 of 15, or 60.0 percent). In

the number of songs least similar to the son, Bird 229 and 221 were tied.

Except for this tie, Bird 221 was second in all statistics; Bird 223 and

the father were tied in one category, but in the other statistics Bird

223 and the father were clearly third and fourth, respectively. The

statistics used were not totally independent measures, for a low average

phrase rating would be highly correlated with a low average song rating.

However, an examination of all the statistics gives a far more complete

picture than would any one alone.

Thus, during August of his hatching year, Bird 326 probably estab-

lished a territory in the extensive brushy vegetation near the territory

of Bird 229. Some variations could have been learned from Birds 228 and

230 (or even 227). Important here is the evidence indicating that the

great majority of the songs which the juvenile developed and retained

in his repertoire were those to which he was exposed after dispersal

from his father's territory, for the phrase ratings of the father were

more different from those of the son than were the combined phrase ratings

of the son's neighbors (pG 0.001, Wilcoxon two sample nonparametric test).

The songs of Bird 223 were less like the son's and more like the

father's than those of the other two neighbors. This undoubtedly



Table 4. Comparison of songs of Bird 326 with those of his father (94)
and three adult territorial neighbors. See text for explana-
tion of terms.

94 229
Bird Number

221 223 23

Average phrase rating 2.03 0.97 1.42 I.60 6.02

Number of phrases most
closely matching
the son's phrases

9.25 31.25 19.42 13.08 73.00

Number of phrases least
similar to son's

32.33 7.49 13.33 19.83 72.98

Average song rating 2.17 0.73 1.50 1.6 6.00

Number of songs most
closely matching
the son's songs

1.50 9.00 3.00 1.50 15.00

Number of songs least
similar to son's

7.67 1.67 1.67 4.00 15.01
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reflected the location of his territory, for between the territory of the

son and Bird 223 was a stretch of wooded habitat with no underbrush. This

area was rarely used by the wrens, and probably was a barrier to frequent

contact between the two birds. This barrier, in addition to the greater

proximity to the territory of the father, probably explained the similarity

of Bird 223's songs to the more northern song variations typified by the

father.

With other juvenile males I was less fortunate. Either they dis-

persed from the study area, leaving me with no knowledge of their adult

neighbors, or they settled in an area where mortality of adults was high,

thus preventing a detailed analysis of the potential tutor songs. But

a cursory examination of the songs of some of these individuals may serve

to illustrate further the source of song variations acquired by juvenile

males.

One juvenile (Bird 331, Figure 1) dispersed 3.2 km from his father

(Bird 202, Figure 1) before establishing a territory. He developed 13

song types, three of which were not found in the father's repertoire.

The father had 16 song types in his repertoire, and five were of a pattern

not found in the son's repertoire. In the ten song patterns shared by

father and son, I had no difficulty identifying 20 structural features

which differed between father and son. No song type of the son was

identical to the father's, but one particular syllable type peculiar to

the father's home area did appear in the son's repertoire. The possibility

exists that it was retained from exposure prior to territory establish-

ment.

Another juvenile (Bird 218, son of Bird 161), which dispersed 1.6 km,

developed a total of 19 different song types. This individual was
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discovered 11 August 1970, and by determining his territory, I established

that he was exposed to the songs of at least six adults (Birds 44, 91, 94,

98, 101, and 115, Figure 1). Birds 98 and 101 disappeared during the

winter, but the repertoires of the other four were obtained in the spring.

Analysis again showed clearly that the source of the son's songs consisted

primarily of his neighbor's songs. Of 23 different structural variations

which were defined in the son's repertoire, 14 were not found in his

father's repertoire but were in the repertoire of one to four of the

neighbors. Eight variations were shared by father, son, and one to sever-

al neighbors. The source of the syllable structure in the one remaining

variation was unclear; it was quite similar to a syllable common to the

north and east (but absent in the repertoire of the father). In Figure

15 the most similar syllable types from the two areas are compared. The

similarities in syllable length and structure are evident and again sug-

gest the possibility of an early learning period during dispersal, but

the possibility of improvisation or learning from one of the unrecorded

neighbors cannot be dismissed.

Some young males established territories nearer to their home

locality. One young male (Bird 289, Figure 1) established his final

territory only 0.4 km from his father (Bird 115). This juvenile was

probably exposed to the songs of seven adults from the previous year,

for he settled in somewhat marginal habitat where he was free to wander

considerable distances. His adult songs seemed to verify this, for some

songs seemed characteristic of birds to the east and some of birds to

the west. I found one syllable unique to the father and son, but again,

the repertoires of many birds remained unrecorded. Another juvenile

male (Bird 40, Figure 1) settled immediately adjacent his father (Bird 43).



Figure 15. A syllable type in the repertoire of Bird 218 compared to a syllable
type of his immediate neighbors (Birds 115 and 91) and birds to the
north and east(Birds 182 and 32).
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The father's repertoire was not recorded, but from the foregoing, one

would expect that the father's songs would be readily learned as in a

typical juvenile-adult neighbor relationship.

One last example is very informative as to the source of the song

variations developed by juvenile males. Bird 349 (Figure 1) was banded

as a juvenile during August 1970. He had already established a terri-

tory, and was entirely surrounded by the territories of three adult

males (Birds 45, 46, 49). Bird 46 spent much time in the immediate area,

while the other two neighbors were more distant. Neighbor 45 disappeared

during the winter, and Bird 349 usurped the old territory sometime between

August 1970 and March 1971. The songs inthis area had been thoroughly

studied, and during 1971 I needed only to complete the recording of

neighbor 49. Twenty-one structural variations in the repertoire of Bird

349 were studied. Of these variations, 18 were shared by one or two

neighbors. Twelve of these 18 variations appeared in the repertoire of

Bird 46, and seven variations were found only in the repertoires of Birds

349 and 46. Two of these seven variations unique to Birds 349 and 46

were not found in any other birds in my study area (e.g., see Figure 16),

thus further verifying that this juvenile learned the songs from Bird 46.

The three variations not shared by any of the three immediate neighbors

were common elsewhere on the refuge. One was found only to the west

(song type Q, Figure 21), and possibly Bird 349 learned this variation

after moving into the vacated territory of Bird 45. The second variation

(R) was common throughout the refuge, and may have been learned in a

similar manner; this variation was found in the repertoire of Bird 47.

The third variation, however, was restricted to birds of the northeast

portion of the refuge (see pattern E, Figure 17), beginning with Bird 130.
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This variation may have been learned as were song types Q and R. But

this assumes that the birds have sufficient abilities to learn the details

of a song at 150 m distance, the minimum distance between the territories

of Birds 349 and 130. Bird 130 rarely sang from exposed perches on the

southwest corner of his territory, and with the dense foliage of August

and September, I doubt that the sound would have carried sufficiently for

Bird 349 to learn the subtleties of this variation. The proximity of

Bird 349 to Bird 46 during August and the relatively large number of

variations learned from the latter suggest that learning is more likely

to occur at closer distances. It then seems more probable that Bird 349

learned this variation prior to establishing his territory near Bird 46.

This again suggests that song learning began prior to establishment of

the final territory.

The unique variation of song pattern A which Bird 349 learned from

Bird 46 deserves further consideration (see Figure 16), for it demon-

strates the probable origin and perpetuation of a new song variation.

This new variation involved the replacement of a frequency-modulated

note with a pure frequency whistle in the syllable. Bird 46 may have

acquired this variation from another bird, but originally it was un-

doubtedly miscopied. The difference in tonal quality was distinct,

but until Bird 349 learned it, I neither recorded nor heard this

variation in the repertoire of any other birds in the study area.



Figure 16. The unique variation of song pattern A which Bird 349 learned from
Bird 46, compared to the more common variation (Birds 45 and 13). The
frequency-modulated portion of the syllable in the more common
variation is better revealed at reduced tape speeds (below).
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GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION OF SONGS

A detailed knowledge of the patterns of variability both within and

between biological populations is a prerequisite to understanding the

function of and selection for any character, whether morphological,

physiological, or behavioral. The possible role of songs as a behavioral

isolating mechanism is particularly relevant to the taxonomist, and

studies of the patterns of song variability have had some impact on avian

systematics (e.g., Stein, 1958; Lanyon, 1960). Yet the songs of very few

species have been studied in detail, and in a recent review Thielcke

(1969) pleas for more precise data from many geographical locations. A

lack of precise quantitative studies, Thielcke accuses, has led to largely

unfounded speculations concerning the role of geographical variation in

avian song. In this chapter I have attempted first to describe the pat-

terns of song variability within the Bewick's Wren population at the

Finley refuge and then to assess the geographical variation expressed in

recorded songs from selected localities in Arizona, California, Colorado,

and Oregon.

Intra-populational Song Variation

The distributional patterns of some song variations at the Finley

refuge were very similar and appeared limited by spatial configurations

of suitable wren habitat. For example, I studied six song variations

which were virtually restricted to that relatively isolated northeast

portion of my study area defined on the north, south, and west by the

territories of Birds 254, 130, and 350, respectively (see Figure 1). One

bird (202) to the west of this region did, however, sing five of the six
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described variations, and one bird (349) to the south sang another one of

the six variations. But because none of these variations were found in

the repertoire of Bird 161 further to the west, and because none were

heard in any of the more western birds during banding operations, I believe

the occurrence of these variations declined rapidly toward the west. The

study area to the south was thoroughly sampled, and none of the variations

was detected beyond Bird 349. No wrens occurred in the open field to the

north and east.

A variation of song pattern E was very different from variations

found elsewhere on the refuge. This variation was recorded in the reper

toire of nine birds (see Table 5), and sonagrams of two are shown in

Figure 17. Although some portions of this song variation were found in

other portions of my study area, nowhere else could this particular com-

bination and sequence of syllable or note types be found.

Another striking variation found exclusively in this northeast por-

tion of my study area I classified as a variation of song pattern B.

This variation was recorded in the repertoire of seven males (see Table

5), and two sonagrams are illustrated in Figure 17. The structure of the

first trill was relatively variable from bird to bird, but the last half

of this song was very consistent. In the northeast, the note between the

two trills was always slurred downward, and the structure and frequency

of the syllable in the last trill were consistently different from

elsewhere.

Another song pattern (U) showed much local differentiation through-

out the study area, and I recorded one particular variation with a

peculiar high frequency syllable component from seven birds in the

northeast (Table 5, Figure 17). A variation of song pattern N was found
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Table 5. Song patterns with variations restricted to the northeast por-
tion of the study area at the Finley refuge.

Bird Number Song Pattern

32 X X X X X
60 X x X X
130* X
180 X X X X X X
181 X X X X
182 X X X X X
199 X X X X
202 X X X X . X
254 X X
275 X X X
349 x**

350* X
360* X

9 7 7 8 4 7

* Very few song types of bird's repertoire sampled.
** See page 52 for an account of this variation in the repertoire of

Bird 349.
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in seven of the same northeastern birds (Table 5); two examples are illus-

trated in Figure 17.

Two other variations were more subtle. Nearly all birds which I

studied at the refuge sang song pattern P. But only in the northeast did

a distinct but very subtle local differentiation occur (Table 5, Figure

17), involving the addition of one small note to the syllable in the last

trill. Eight males in this area sang this variation, but I found no extra

note in the songs of pattern P which I examined from 25 other birds in

other portions of the study area. The sixth variation (of song pattern

R) occurred in songs of four birds in this northeast region. This one

also involved a single extra note.

In addition to variations restricted to this northeastern region,

other variations found throughout the remainder of my study area were

either rare (two) or entirely absent (four) from my recordings of this

region.

A second area in which I studied several unique song variations is

outlined by the territories of Birds 17, 215, 308, and 168 in Figure 1.

Only narrow fence rows joined this relatively isolated westernmost region

to the remainder of my study area, and no suitable wren habitat occurred

to the west. The entire song repertoire of Bird 18 and three of his 1969

neighbors (16, 17, 19) as well as selected songs from other individuals

in this region were recorded. Three variations occurred three or more

times in my limited samples, yet they did not occur in the repertoires

of birds to the immediate east (e.g., Birds 91, 94, 98, 115, 218, 289,

304, and 355, in Figure 1). The differences in overall song structure of

two patterns are illustrated in Figure 18. Six variations which were

common towards the east appeared absent from this western region, but



Figure 17. Variations of five song patterns found in the relatively
isolated northeastern portion of the study area at the
Finley refuge (Birds 32, 180, 182, 275), compared to the
most similar variations found elsewhere on the refuge.
The portions of song patterns U, N, P, and B which are
illustrated are indicated by double-arrowed lines, and
subtle differences in variations are indicated by the
single arrows. The numbers refer to bird numbers in
Figure 1. Birds 119 and 45 are the fathers of Birds 275
and 32, respectively.
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Figure 18. Two song variations unique to the relatively isolated western portion
(Birds 16, 17, 19) compared to the most similar variations from the
remainder of the study area (Birds 13, 45). Consistent differences
in structure (S) or frequency (F) are evident in the correspondingly
numbered notes or syllables.
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further sampling would be needed to verify their absence.

Thus, some variations were relatively local, and were totally con-

fined to or absent from a given area. However, many other variations

were distributed without regard to what appeared to be some major habitat

boundaries. In fact, six song patterns which were distributed through-

out the study area showed little or no detectable local differentiations.

A few birds lacked these variations in their repertoire, and an occasional

pair of neighboring males exhibited a slight difference from the remainder

of the population (reflecting the learning process and territorial system

detailed above), but in general the songs of these six patterns remained

constant throughout my study area.

But these six song patterns were exceptional, and most patterns did

show some local differentiation. The variations of one song pattern (L)

were particularly complex. Most variations began with a frequency modu-

lated note (Figure 19, note a), followed by a note 0.10 to 0.25 sec in

duration (note b). This latter note varied in four major ways: it was

slurred downward, upward, upward and then downward, or remained steady

in frequency (Figure 19, variations 1-4). At the same time the syllable

structure in the trill had three different forms. A component note was

either lacking or occurred at the beginning or in the middle portion of

the syllable (variations 5, 7, 6 in Figure 19). Thus, 12 different

combinations of the four introductory notes (1-4) and the three syllable

types (5-7) could occur. The distribution of each variation is mapped

in Figure 20. Variation 15, a combination of variations 1 and 5, was

typical of birds in the west. Variation 5 was also found among three

birds to the immediate east, and at this spot a fence row with brushy

vegetation connected the two major habitat patches. Here variation 4,



Figure 19. Seven variations studied in song pattern L, with examples for the
four variations of note b and three variations of the syllable c.
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Figure 20. Distributional pattern of the variations of song pattern L
at the Finley refuge. (See Figure 19 for a description
of the variations.)
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typical of two different pockets in my study area, was combined with 5.

This intermediate song variation (45) illustrates the combination of song

characteristics from two different regions at the zone of their contact.

Variation 3 was typical of three southern males, while variation 2 inter-

graded with 4 throughout much of the central eastern area. Variations 2

and 4 divided that northeastern portion of my study area throughout which

many unique song variations occurred (see above). Thus, the variations

of song pattern L illustrate well the mosaic distribution of single song

characters as well as combinations of such song characters.

Another song pattern (Q) was common at Finley, and contained two

detectable variations in the first two phrases of the song (see Figure

21). The frequency of the note preceding the trill dropped to the mini-

mum frequency of the following syllable (1) or else remained near or

above the average frequency of that syllable (2); the syllable consisted

of either one (1) or two (2) notes. The two most commom combinations

were 1-1 and 2-2; 14 birds to the west had combination 1-1, while 11

birds to the east sang combination 2-2 (see Table 6). However, at their

broad zone of contact I recorded nhybridu songs (1-2 or 2-1) from six

birds, i.e., these songs contained characteristics of the song variations

to both the east and west.

Forty-four variations within 26 song patterns were classified on my

study area (Figure 1). Some of the variations were associated with patches

of relatively isolated habitat, but the distributional patterns of many

were unique, and illustration of each would be prohibitive. The distri-

butions which are illustrated here typify phenomena which are readily

observable in the majority of the other distributions as well.



Figure 21. Two common variations (1-1 and 2-2) and two "hybrid" variations
(1-2 and 2-1) of song pattern Q.
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Table 6. Occurrence of two common (1-1 and 2-2) and two "hybrid" (1-2
and 2-1) variations of song pattern Q in the repertoires of
31 birds at the Finley refuge.
of the variations.

See Figure 21 for description

Song Variation
1-1 1-2 2-1 2-2

17 202 8 14
18 229 349 26
19 NB-1* 350 30
94 31
98 45

115 46
161 47
182 49
221 119
223 275
289 NB-2*
304
326

331

14 3

elmi

3 11

* NB refers to "Noband", an unbanded male. Location may be determined by
index in Figure 1.
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Inter-populational Song Variation

Attempts to compare the variations from more distant localities

within the Willamette Valley to those variations at the Finley refuge be-

come even more subjective. But some song variations in populations as

distant as Sauvie Island (at the confluence of the Columbia and Willamette

Rivers, 153 km north of the Finley refuge) were nearly identical to those

found on the Finley refuge. The two patterns illustrated in Figure 22

were common at the intervening localities as well. In an effort to

quantify the change in song patterns over distance, I examined each re-

corded song from the intervening localities and judged whether the

structure and sequence of phrases were eithin the range of variability

observed in song patterns on the Finley refuge. As expected, similarity

declined fairly rapidly over distance. At distances of 8, 16, 64, and

153 km north of Finley, the percentage of songs judged to be variations

of patterns found at Finley were 85, 72, 50, and 30 percent, with sample

sizes of 40, 18, 32, and 20 songs, respectively. Structurally simple

syllables or other portions of Finley songs were frequently reproduced

at more distant localities (e.g., Arizona or California), but outside

the Willamette Valley I found no songs which I could consider to be of

the same patterns as found at the Finley refuge.

In addition to these changes in note-complex and syllable structure,

great differences in the timing and overall organization of the song were

evident. In Table 7 are listed the mean, sample size, and standard error

of the mean for 14 song parameters which were measured for all recorded

song types at each of nine geographical locations.

Two of the most noticeable of these song characteristics are song



Figure 22. Two song patterns found at the Finley refuge and Sauvie Island,
localities 153 km separated.
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Table 7. mean (with sample size and standard error of mean--n/S.E.) for 14 song parameters at nine geograohical locations.

All time units are in sec. "Area" is frequenci range k length in sec giving units of kHz-sec.

SONG
PARAMETER

POINT
REYES,

CALIF

SANTA
BARBARA,
CALIF

SANTA
CRUZ IS.,

CALIF

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

MADERA GRANO FINLEY
CANYON, JUNCTION, REFUGE,
ARIZONA COLORADO OREGON

BASKET
SLOUGH,
OREGON

SAUYIE
ISLAND,

OREGON

KLAMATH
FALLS,

OREGON

SONG LENGTH 2.15

29/0.077
2.00
77/0.038

1.98

73/0.032
1.59

70/0.028
2.92

40/0.050
1.71

64/0.032
1.72

26/0.061

1.69

20/0.059
1.78

33/0.068

TOTAL TRILL LENGTH 1.38 1.20 1.00 0.87 1.37 7.13 1.03 0.90 1.12
OF SONG 29/0.088 77/0.036 73/0.032 70/0.019 40/0.066 64/0.036 26/0.056 20/0.055 33/0.081

TOTAL NOTE COMPLEX 0.62 0.64- 0.87 0.68 1.44 0.48 0.60 0.75 0.62
LENGTH OF SONG 29/0.070 77/0.027 73/0.032 70/0.023 40/0.060 64/0.027 26/0.051 20/0.065 33/0.052

SONG AREA 8.11 6.97 8.40 4196 12.03 6.99 7.03 7.54 7.09
29/0.388 77/0.220 73/0.253 70/0.129 40/0.310 64/0.185 26/0.430 20/0.426 33/0.366

TRILL AREA OF SONG 5.48 4.54 4.26 1.90 5.01 5.07 4.50 4.00 4.64
29/0.447 77/0.199 73/0.194 70/0.067 40/0.310 64/0.203 26/0.235 20/0.318 33/0.441

NOTE COMPLEX AREA OF 2.63 2.44 4.14 3.06 7.01 1.92 2.53 3.54 2.46SONG 29/0.401 77/0.162 73/0.214 70/0.127 40/0.426 64/0.167 26/0.392 20/0.479 33/0.325

NUMBER OF PHRASES 3.86 4.34 3.25 2.01 4.02 3.19 3.31 3.05 2.63PER SONG 29/0.215 77/0.143 73/0.118 70/0.014 40/0.158 64/0.120 26/0.173 20/0.266 33/0.143

NUMBER OF TRILLS 2.17 2.26 1.70 1.01 2.12 1.86 7.73 1.50 1.48PER SONG 29/0.132 77/0.079 73/0.067 70/0.014 40/0.102 64/0.083 26/0.089 20/0.136 33/0.108

NUMBER OF PHRASES PER
SECOND

1.78
29/0.063

2.17

77/0.063
1.64

73/0.057
1.29

70/0.023
1.37

40/0.048
1.87

64/0.064
7.96

26/0.111 1 .12520/0.125
7.48

3;210.053

NUMBER OF SYLLABLES 6.95 5.89 5.47 11.72 9.28 5.95 6.84 5.33IN TRILLS 63/0.857 174/0.384 124/0.365 71/0.655 85/0.927 119/0.368 45/0.989 30/0.443 49/0.770

NUMBER OF SYLLABLES 12.11 11.44 8.68 13.60 74.25 9.29 11.12 8.28 8.74PER SEC IN TRILLS 63/1.708 174/1.003 124/0.578 71/0.891 85/1.584 119/0.506 45/1.657 30/0.667 49/0.912
SYLLABLE DURATION 0.099 0.088 0.117 0.074 0.090 0.103 0.13063/0.0111 174/0.0056 124/0.0064 71/0.0037 85/0.0066 119/0.0059 45/0.0097 30/0.0079 49/0.0022
INTERVAL BETWEEN 0.044 0.048 0.013 0.031 0.035 0.031 0.028SYLLABLES 63/0.0037 174/0.0030 124 /0.0038 71/0.0006 85/0.0042 119/0.0031 45/0.0029 30/0.0074 49/0.0079
FREQUENCY RANGE OF 3.6 3.3 4.1 3.3 4.0 3.8PHRASES 112/0.14 334/0.07 237/0.09 141/0.11 167/0.10 204/0.10 86/0.17 6111%10.18 87/0.15
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length and the number of phrases into which the song is divided. The

patterns of variability for these two characters at the nine geographical

localities are graphed in Figure 23, and the differences here typify

those seen in many of the other characters as well. The song length

ranged between 1.05 and 3.54 seconds for the 432 songs measured, and the

two extreme populations were in Arizona and Colorado. Interestingly,

both populations are classified as members of the subspecies T. b.

eremophilus. The number of phrases within the song ranged from two to

eight. Of 70 songs studied from the Arizona population, 69 consisted of

two phrases and only one of three; at the other extreme was the Santa

Barbara population with as many as eight phrases in a song (7 = 4.34).

The number of phrases was positively correlated with song length (one-

tail test, 1340.05), and with longer song lengths, Colorado songs con-

tained more phrases than did Arizona songs.

In the frequency range of the phrases, another quite noticeable song

character, Arizona birds were again at the low extreme, with an average

frequency range per phrase of only 3.29 kHz. The songs of Santa Barbara

birds were also of a relatively narrow frequency range (7 = 3.35 kHz)

when compared to some of the other, especially more northern populations.

In fact, a significant portion of the variance in the frequency range of

the phrases is explained by regression on latitude (p4 0.01), if the

Santa Cruz Island population is excluded from the sample (Figure 24).

The frequency range in phrases of this insular population is similar to

that found in wrens at more northern latitudes.

These data, together with the remainder in Table 7, give an overall

picture of the song structure at the various geographical locations. The

songs of Arizona birds are characterized by their relatively short length



Figure 23. "Dice- grams" for song length and number of phrases per
song at nine geographical locations. Sample mean indi-
cated by small triangle at midpoint of black bar, range
of variation by heavy horizontal line, two standard
errors on each side of mean by blackened bar, one sample
standard deviation by one-half black bar plus white bar
on each side of the mean.
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4.2

4.0-

SANTA CRUZ 0
IS, CALIF SAUVIE ISLAND, ORE

GRAND JUNCTION, COLO

BASKET S REFUGE, ORE
3.8- FINLEY REFUGE, ORE

KLAMATH FALLS, ORE

POINT REYES, CALIF

3.4-

SANTA BARBARA, CALIF

MADERA CANYON, ARIZ

3. 2-

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE

Figure 24. Frequency range of song phrases in mainland popu-
lations (solid circles) at different latitudes.
The frequency range of phrases recorded on Santa Cruz
Island is similar to that found among wrens at more
northern latitudes.
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(7( = 1.59 sec), small number of phrases per song (7 = 2.01), and narrow

frequency range (T( = 3.29,kHz). Nearly all songs begin with a phrase

which sounds as if the bird is "drawing in his breath" (Lane, 1965:29).

Following this is a trill, and the syllables are structurally simple,

relatively short in duration (X = 0.075 sec), and delivered with short

inter-syllable intervals (x = 0.013 sec). In addition, these characters

have a very low Coefficient of Variation when compared to the other

populations. Thus, songs of Arizona birds appear very stereotyped, and

are recognizably different from songs in other portions of the geographi-

cal range which I sampled.

The songs of Colorado birds are immediately recognizable by their

great length (x = 2.92 sec). But aside from other parameters which are

correlated with song length (e.g., total trill length and area, total

note-complex length and area), the songs are not strikingly different

from songs of California and Oregon birds. In many respects, Colorado

and Arizona songs are quite similar except in song length and those

variables correlated with song length. Means of the 14 song parameters

were compared by an analysis of variance, and the results are summarized

in Table 8. The first eight parameters are all strongly affected by song

length, and the Colorado and Arizona songs are different in all eight

measures (p< 0.001). But variables 9-14 are related more to the organi-

zation and timing of the songs, and here only two of six measures were

different at 1340.001.

The songs of California and Oregon birds sound alike to the human

ear, but analysis of the 14 song parameters reveals a number of differ-

ences among the seven populations studied in these two states (see Table

7). California songs tend to be longer, consist of more phrases, and
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have shorter inter-syllable intervals than do songs of Oregon birds, but

there are no consistent differences in the other variables measured. I

have tested none of these California-Oregon differences statistically.

The summary of statistical tests in Table 8 gives an indication of

the degree of difference in the song characters between insular and main-

land subspecies separated by approximately 30 km of the Santa Barbara

Channel, between two populations of a subspecies sepatated by approxi-

mately 850 km, and among three populations of the same subspecies in the

Willamette Valley of Oregon. No major barriers preventing dispersal

occur within the Willamette Valley, and the difference in songs over the

153 km from the Finley refuge to Sauvie Island is a good base against

which the other tests may be compared. The songs of the two eremophilus

populations differ the most, with the means of nine of the 14 measured

song parameters differing at p< 0.001. The populations within the

Willamette Valley are most homogeneous, with only one parameter differing

significantly (at 1,4 0.001) among the three populations. Despite the

relatively short distance from Santa Cruz Island to the mainland, nine

of the 14 song parameters differ at p< 0.001. In a comparable distance

on the mainland (between the Finley and Basket Slough refuges, Oregon) I

found none of the 14 song parameters different at p4 0.001. Thus, the

isolation of the insular population by the Santa Barbara Channel has had

a marked effect on many of the song characters.

The size of the song repertoire also varies geographically, and I

have measured the song repertoire size of several birds at six of the

geographical localities (Table 9). The number of song types in an indi-

vidual's repertoire ranged from a low of nine in Colorado to a high of 22

at Santa Barbara, California. California birds tend to have larger song
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Table 8. Results from tests of difference between means of measured

song parameters at selected geographical localities. One,

two, and three stars refer to p< 0.05, p< 0.01, p< 0.001,
respectively. Analysis of variance was used unless other-
wise indicated.

Song Parameters Combinations of Geographical

Santa Barbara Madera Canyon
Santa Cruz Is Grand Junction

Locations Compared

Finley refuge
Basket Slough ref.
Sauvie Island

1. song length
2. total trill length ***

***
***

of song
3. total note complex *** **A-

length of song
4. song area ***
5. total trill area ***

of song
6. total note complex *** *** **

area of song
7. number of phrases *** ***

per song
8. number of trills *** ***

per song
9. number of phrases ***

per second
10. number of syllables

per sec in trills
11. number of syllables *

in trills
12. syllable duration ***
13. interval between ***

syllables
14. frequency range *** ***

of phrases

Summary: Number of meas-
ured parameters dif-
ferent,

11110.1

1)40.05 10 11

p<0.01 9 10
p< 0.001 9 10

15. song types in indi-
vidual repertoires

16. phrases in indi-
vidual repertoires *

4

3

*** 1 no test

1 pc 0.05, Mann-Whitney U-test.
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Table 9. Two measures of song repertoire size for six geographical loca-
tions in western United States.

Geographical
Location

Median number (and
range of song types
in individual's
repertoire

Median number (and
range) of phrases
in individual's
repertoire

Sample
size, n

Finley refuge,
Oregon

Point Reyes B. 0.,
California

Santa Barbara,
California

Santa Cruz Island,
California

Madera Canyon,
Arizona

Grand Junction,
Colorado

16 (13-20)

14.5 (12-17)

20 (16-22)

17.5 (17-20)

17.5 (16-19)

lo (9 -11)

50 (43-63) (n =

46 (47-65)

87.5 (66-93)

56 (52-69)

35.5 (32-38)

40.5 (33-47)

7) 31

2

4

4

4
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type repertoires than do Oregon birds (p = 0.05, one-tailed Wilcoxon

two-sample test), and the sample from Point Reyes, California, where one

bird had only 12 song types, is probably atypical. Colorado birds have

far smaller song type repertoires (range, 9-11) than do Arizona birds

(range, 16-19) (p = 0.025, one-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test), but no

statistically significant difference in song type repertoires between

Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz Island could be demonstrated.

But equating songs which are not of equal complexity, e.g., those of

Arizona with those of Colorado, gives an unrealistic picture of "reper-

toire size." Another measure of repertoire size is the total number of

phrases used by the individual. The same problem arises here, however,

for phrase complexity also varies geographically. But again, California

birds tend to have larger phrase repertoires than do Oregon birds

(p( 0.05, one-tailed mann Whitney U-test). In spite of the large dif-

ference in song type repertoires between Arizona and Colorado birds,

there is no statistical difference in the number of phrases used by

individuals--the longer Colorado songs simply contain more phrases than do

Arizona songs. The greater number of phrases per song together with the

tendency for larger song repertoires gives Santa Barbara birds larger

phrase repertoires than are found on Santa Cruz Island (Table 8).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Singing Behavior

Sequential Patterning of Song Types

The singing behavior of the Bewick's Wren is similar to that of

many other passerines with large song repertoires. Like the Cardinal

(Lemon, 1965), Western Meadowlark (Lanyon, 1957), Song Sparrow (Mulligan,

1966), and Chaffinch (Marler, 1956), Bewick's Wrens sing one song type

many times before switching to another. In the Chaffinch, intervals

between songs within a bout tend to be shorter than those between bouts

(Hinde, 1958). Intervals of less than three seconds between songs are

rare, and the interval is usually shorter after an incomplete or

shortened song. Thus, accompanying each song is an inhibitory effect

on further singing; the intensity of this inhibition is dependent upon

previous performance, or the length of the immediately previous song,

and is dissipated through time. The inhibitory effect is not specific

to the song type just uttered, since bouts of a given song type usually

consist of many songs. In general, this model describes the singing

behavior of the Bewick's Wren. But of special interest here are the

courtship utterances of several song types in rapid succession. Inter-

vals between songs are, for all practical purposes, nonexistent, and

successive songs are always of different song types. Thus, during

such courtship encounters, the inhibitory effect of Hinde is diminished,

since inter-song intervals are shortened, and specific to that song type

just uttered, since repetition of the same song type is inhibited. The
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result is an utterance of minimal "monotony" (Hartshorne, 1956) and of

increased information content (by information theory) and perhaps of

maximal stimulation for the female (and the male?).

During courtship encounters the singing behavior of the Bewick's

Wren approaches that of the Long-billed Marsh Wren (Verner, 1969).

Individual marsh wrens have large repertoires, with an average greater

than 100 distinct song types. Song types are rarely repeated but rather

occur in fairly predictable sequences, and singing rates are probably

more rapid than most AAA...BBB... type songsters. The high information

content in a sequence of songs from a marsh wren male may possibly be

an evolutionary consequence of dense marsh populations and a polygynous

mating system where males are continually advertising for females. This

is entirely speculative, however, for even if singing rates determine

singing behaviors, the selection for such singing rates is not explained.

A relationship of singing behaviors and rates to peculiarities of breeding

biologies may be expected, but that relationship is not immediately

evident. Particularly perplexing here is the singing behavior of the

Rock Wren, which appears intermediate to the above two types, and might

be idealized ABCABCDEFDEFGHI... (one sequence I actually observed was

ABCADBAEFBEAEFGEAGHGHIEIHJIKJIKJKJL ). Individual males have 100 or more

distinct song types, but I have no information on singing rates. Rock

Wrens are normally monogamous (Verner and Willson, 1969). The eco-

logical correlates of these different singing behaviors should become

more apparent following broad comparative studies of the singing

behaviors among many closely related species with diverse breeding

biologies.
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In the Bewick's Wren a song type is repeated many times before

another bout is begun, and bout sequences are frequently first order

Markov chains, i.e., the occurrence of a bout of a given song type

depends on the song type of the previous bout. The organization of sing-

ing described by Lemon and Chatfield (1971) for Cardinals is very simi-

lar. As in the Cardinal, certain song types appear not to be included

in this ordered behavior; song type 1 of the Colorado bird (Table 1,

Figure 4) is a good example. One apparent difference in singing

behaviors is the tendency for a two-way association of song types in

Cardinals, i.e., if song types A and B are associated, bouts of A

follow B as frequently as B follow A. Associations in the Colorado

bird (Table 1) appear largely one-way, although observation of other

birds did reveal some two-way associations.

Evolution of Repertoire Sizes

The evolution of large song repertoires is probably related to

rates of singing. Species which sing "continuously" usually possess

very large repertoires (e.g., Catbird and Brown Thrasher, Borror, 1964),

and less variable species sing in a more discontinuous manner (see

Hartshorne, 1956). If in developing a sizable repertoire, the strategy

is to sing in a manner to prevent habituation by the receiver (mate or

neighboring territorial male), it is puzzling why a wren with 16 song

types would sing such lengthy bouts. Bouts of greater than 100 songs

were not uncommon, especially late in the summer (maximum observed was

189 songs in 21 min). But several observations may offer some clues

as to the functional significance of large repertoires. Unpaired birds
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sang fewer songs per bout during early morning than later in the

morning; the singing rate of an unpaired male which I studied for two

mornings (13 hrs) was faster when other males were also singing (p40.01,

Wilcoxon two-sample test). As the rapidity of singing increased, bout

length tended to decrease; all males tended to sing longer bouts later

in the season. In addition, song types generally were not repeated

during very rapid singing in courtship chases. Thus, the repertoire was

used to its fullest extent during periods of high stimulation or

motivation, suggesting a possible context in which selection for larger

repertoires could have occurred. However, solutions to the same problem

may be very different among even the most closely related species, and

it thus should not be surprising to find that the Chipping Sparrow has

a single song type, even a single syllable (Borror, 1959), while the

congeneric Brewer's Sparrow has a continuous and highly variable song

(personal observation).

Song Development and Dialects

Subsongand the Sensitive Period for Song Learning

The subsong of juvenile Bewick's Wrens is typical of subsong

described for other species (e.g., Chaffinch, Thorpe, 1961). The

stimulation offered by songs of neighboring adult males seems important,

for such stimuli (or song playback) often lead to marked improvements

in the quality of the subsong with which the juvenile replies. Young

males very readily copy and countersing with the same song types

neighboring males use. This form of interaction may be crucial for the

developmental process, and it is then not surprising that isolated
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birds come into full song rather late (see Marler, 1970a).

Individuals of bird species which learn songs usually pass through

a sensitive period for song learning. During this time an auditory

template is apparently formed, the details of which will eventually be

matched when the adult song crystallizes from the subsong (see Marler,

1970a). The timing and duration of this sensitive period varies widely

among species. For example, in some species a bird may acquire new songs

or song elements throughout life. Examples include the Mockingbird,

the Oregon Junco, and the Red-winged Blackbird (Lackey, 1944; Marler,

Kreith, and Tamura, 1962; Marler, et. al., in press). Mundinger (1970)

also reports that American Goldfinches as well as European and Pine

Siskins may continue throughout life to learn call notes during the

formation of various social bonds. Young of some other species appar-

ently pass through only two sensitive periods; the young male acquires

some song elements during its first summer and autumn but completes

his song(s) the next spring under the influence of neighboring males.

The Cardinal and especially the well-studied Chaffinch are two good

examples. The sensitive period for song learning in the Bewick's Wren,

however, appears to be most similar in timing and duration to that found

in the Zebra Finch and the White-crowned Sparrow,where only one sensitive

period occurs, that during the first three months of life (Immelman,

1969; Marler, 1970a).

However, the precise timing of a sensitive period cannot be deter-

mined without the controlled acoustical environment of the laboratory.

In the White-crowned Sparrow (subspecies nuttalli), an occasional

"song" from young males may be heard in mid-July, but the adult song is
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not crystallized until November at the earliest, when the juveniles of

early spring broods are about 180 days of age. The songs of all young

males are fully adult when territory establishment begins in mid-

January (Blanchard, 1941). Yet the sensitive period for song learning

occurs well before singing begins, prior to 100 days of age, with a

maximum sensitivity occurring between 8 and 56 days of age. Thus, care

must be taken to distinguish the sensitive period during which an

"auditory template" is formed from that period during which that model

is matched with an audible motor pattern. Attempts to match the template

are expressed in subsong, the stage of song development where songs are

characteristically rambling and of variable frequency. In the White-
.

crowned Sparrow the sensitive period and subsong stage do not overlap,

while in the Chaffinch the sensitive period and onset of singing in

the spring do overlap in time.

With the field data presented here for the Bewick's Wren I can only

roughly sketch the limits of the sensitive period. Young birds disperse

from their father's territory at approximately 35 days of age, and few

details of the father's songs are expressed in the subsong or fully

crystallized adult song of the sons. Sensory stimulation by the father

may, however, be important for normal establishment of a crude auditory

template to be developed further and matched at a later time. Further-

more, if juvenile males were deprived of further exposure to adult

songs at the age of 35 days, the average age at which dispersal begins,

exposure to the details of the father's songs might even be sufficient

for development of species-specific songs. White-crowned sparrows

(subspecies nuttalli) also leave the home territory at approximately
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35 days of age (Blanchard, 1941), and tutoring of birds between 8 and

28 as well as between 35 and 56 days results in good copies of the

training song (Marler, 1970a).

But if such a capability to learn the father's songs does exist

among juvenile wrens, it is largely masked by subsequent exposure to and

matching of conspecific song variations where the juvenile eventually

establishes his territory. In the song repertoire of each of the

juvenile males which I studied I did find elements which suggested some

retention from an early sensitive period. Particularly revealing here

is the high probability that Bird 326 retained from his father variation

"a" of song pattern P (Figure 14). But this variation was recorded

only once and probably rarely sung during the young male's first breeding

season. Attempts to match and countersing song variations of neighboring

males where the juvenile establishes his territory probably cause unique

variations acquired from the father or othernon-neighbors to fall into

disuse. The evidence suggests that the sensitive period begins prior

to dispersal, and perhaps isolation of juvenile males at dispersal

age would not prevent the normal development of songs to which they had

been exposed while with the father.

Termination of the sensitive period for song learning in the Bewick's

Wren probably occurs gradually and may be a function of increasing

androgen levels as the juvenile establishes and begins defense of a

territory. Nottebohm (1969a) castrated a juvenile Chaffinch and found

that with testosterone injections the bird learned songs at two years

of age; the subsequent loss of sensitivity to further songs could then

have been due to the crystallization of the song as a motor pattern or
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due to the high testosterone level itself. That neither is a universal

phenomenon, though,is seen in the White-crowned Sparrow, where termi-

nation of the sensitive period for song learning occurs prior to both

high testosterone levels and crystallization of the adult song. Perhaps

hormonal changes occurring during the post-juvenile molt may play a role

in ending the sensitive period for template formation here, for Blanchard

(1941) states that dispersal tendencies decline with the onset of the

post-juvenile molt. Simultaneous cessation of the sensitive period and

dispersal would also preserve local dialects.

Study of song development in the one juvenile Bewick's Wren

revealed that 90 percent of the final repertoire (at 150 days) was

frequently used by day 80. In a second male, which I monitored less

thoroughly, the subsong repertoire appeared very complete by 60 days

of age, and at this time copies of several songs unique to two neighbor-

ing males were present in the subsong. Thus, sensitivity for song

learning (i.e., template formation) probably reaches a maximum some-

time between 30 and 60 days of age, and its termination is probably

related to hormonal changes associated with territory acquisition and

crystallization of the adult song. With the well-studied individual

I found no further addition of song elements or sequences to the

repertoire following 115 days of age, although, as with the Zebra Finch

(Immelmann, 1969), continued stimulation by adults throughout the

period of juvenile song may be critical in establishing the precise

timing and length of song elements and in selecting or discarding

certain sequences of those song elements. Final crystallization of

the adult song occurs during November and December, although some song
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elements may still be discarded during January at approximately 270

days of age. The song repertoire then remains unchanged throughout life.

Territories are actively proclaimed by song throughout the year, and

cessation of singing each fall followed by subsong in the spring does

not occur in the Bewick's Wren.

Age and Repertoire Size

In an attempt to explain geographical variation in the size of the

song repertoire of the Song Sparrow, Mulligan (1966) suggested that the

developmental time permitted by local weather, day length, and length

of territory possession was important. Similarly the repertoire size

of a bird at any given locality is a function of his developmental time.

As in may other species (e.g., Rufous-collared Sparrow, Davis, 1971),

songs of adult males decline in frequency during the postnuptial molt.

Young wrens hatched late in the breeding season are exposed to fewer

songs than are those young hatched early in the spring. The amount of

exposure to a song variation required before a juvenile will copy it

has not been studied, but all forms of learning become easier with

further practice and/or exposure.

Several other variables which might influence the total number of

songs or song patterns to which a young male is exposed include:

1) the number of adult males to which a bird is exposed--this could be

a function of the density of adults or the territory size of the

juvenile; 2) the frequency of singing and the number of song types sung

by each adult neighbor; and 3) climatic factors which might reduce or

increase singing in different years. But the relatively minor effect
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of such variables is indicated by the high correlation of repertoire

size with the date of hatching in the previous breeding season (see

Figure 12).

The functional significance of such a difference in repertoire size

between early and late hatched males is more obscure than is the

developmental basis. If juvenile males assess habitat quality when

establishing territories, older juveniles, having first choice, should

tend to occupy the better habitats, and then the repertoire size of

the male during his first year may be correlated with the quality of

his territory. The reproductive success of first year males is never

high. For example, I studied the reproductive success of 29 indi-

viduals during 1970. Fourteen of 19 second-year or older birds fledged

young, 13 of them before June 21. Only three of 10 first-year males

were successful, and all three fledged their young after June 21

(Kroodsma, in press). Among bird species which flock and maintain

dominance hierarchies through the winter season, dominance is usually

correlated with age and experience, and young of late broods suffer

the greatest mortality (see Fretwell, 1969). An analogous system

undoubtedly occurs in the Bewick's Wren, where young males establish

territories during late summer. Young of early broods would have a

choice of available habitat for territories, higher survival rates, and

energy budgets with greater expenditure allowance for reproductive

efforts. A slight difference in age (which may vary by two and a half

months) and territory quality would presumably be correlated with

efficiency in foraging and caring for young, which in turn would be

correlated with repertoire size. The possibility that a female might
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"recognize" the correlation of repertoire size with the other factors

crucial for maximizing her fitness is intriguing, but no data relating

reproductive success to repertoire size are available. Mortality among

neighboring males through time would allow shifts in territories, and

any correlation of repertoire size and territory might therefore tend

to break down for older males.

What is Learned: Formation and Function of Dialects

Very little information is available concerning the source of the

song variations developed by the juvenile male. Young of some species

learn songs from the father. Experimental studies in the laboratory

together with some field observations have revealed that Zebra Finches,

Bullfinches, Pied Flycatchers, and members of the Viduinae tend to

learn songs from their fathers or foster-fathers (Immelman, 1969;

Nicolai, 1959; Vilka, 1966; Nicolai, 1964). Young Chaffinches and

Cardinals crystallize their adult songs in the spring under the influence

of neighboring territorial males (Thorpe, 1958; Lemon and Scott, 1966).

Lemon and Scott (1966) suspect that young Cardinals might learn some

song elements from their parents during their first summer, but the

exact relationship between a son's and his father's song variations

has not been studied.

Nottebohm (1969b)discusses the evolutionary significance of song

dialects and the relationship between song dialects and demes, based

largely on field observations of the Rufous-collared Sparrow and

experimental work with the congeneric White-crowned Sparrow. Yet in

these studies the timing of the sensitive period for song learning with
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respect to dispersal of young must be inferred from developmental

studies in the laboratory. White-crowned Sparrows are capable of learn-

ing songs between 8 and 56 days of age (Marler, 1970a). The flexibility

of the auditory template after the juvenile has gained independence

from the father at 35 days of age is largely unknown, yet the extent

to which the template can be modified determines the correlation

between demes and song dialects. If no post-dispersal modification is

possible, the songs of young birds will be like their fathers, and

dialect areas will contain genetically similar individuals. However,

if the template can be modified following dispersal, the relationship

between dialects and demes will be dependent on the distance dispersed

prior to termination of the sensitive period for song learning. Vocal

learning may prevent saltatory gene exchange between adjacent dialect

areas in Rufous-collared Sparrows, for Nottebohm and Selander (1972)

did find a genetic cline between two neighboring dialect areas.

Further tests are needed, however, and comparisons with species which

do not express vocal dialects are necessary to further substantiate

the possible function of dialects as population markers.

A different system seems apparent in the Bewick's Wren, for the

songs developed by juvenile males show greatest resemblance to songs of

neighboring males where the territory is established. Characteristics

of the father's songs which are not found in the songs of the son's

neighbors are usually not retained in the son's repertoire, and juvenile

males may disperse into areas which contain many song variations which

are very different from those variations near the father's territory.

Thus, the degree of difference between songs of father and son is a
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function of the distance which the son disperses. As discussed by

Murray (1967), dispersal among vertebrates is very likely due to

individual efforts aimed at procuring suitable breeding sites. After

leaving the home territory, juvenile male wrens undoubtedly begin

searching for a suitable breeding territory. A remote possibility does

exist that the time required for dispersal is limited by the early

occurrence of the sensitive period for song learning, if the sensitive

period is a function of age more than of territorial acquisition and

development of song and if it is important for a male to sing like his

neighbors. But the sensitive period of young Cardinals and Chaffinches

is not terminated until their first spring, allowing sufficient time

to disperse great distances. Thus, the strategy for the individual

male of at least three species (Chaffinch, Cardinal, Bewick's Wren) is

then to maximize the similarity of his own songs to the songs of his

neighboring conspecific territorial males. The biological significance

of neighboring males singing like songs, irrespective of each male's

genetic background, is puzzling. Perhaps females are more highly

stimulated when all males within earshot sing like songs. Or perhaps

the male's continued attention to the songs of his neighbors, which is

required in order to match songs during countersinging, is functional

in territorial maintenance and/or recognition of neighboring vs. more

distant males. Vocal learning and dialect formation may aid in

specific recognition, and may be a result of the intense speciation

which has occurred among songbirds. Marler (1970b:671) states:

"Given the recent multiplication of the numbers of species
of song birds and the fact that many species are to be heard
in any given area, the functions of song require a high rate
of structural change in the course of evolution . . . If
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there is a dominant role for learning in the development of
male song of some birds, this may perhaps be viewed as a
response to an evolutionary demand for rapid change."

Yet the suborder Tyranni includes 1079 living species, all confined to

the New World, and no vocal learning is reported for this group

(Nottebohm, 1972). Clearly, the correlation or cause and effect

relationship between intense speciation and vocal learning with the

formation of dialects needs further study.

Variations in Wren Songs

Dialects and the Role of Dispersal

Dialects in bird song develop as do dialects in human speech, for

birds learn songs from adults and then remain or return to breed near

that locality. Songs of all birds at a given locality are very similar

yet quite different from songs at relatively short distances. The

extent of the "locality" with a homogeneity of song patterns may vary

from several meters, as in a singing assembly of Little Hermit

Hummingbirds (Wiley, 1971), to a distance of "hundreds of miles", as

in the Rufous-collared Sparrow (Nottebohm and Selander, 1972). The

distances involved for other species generally fall between these

two extremes. Dialects have been described for many species,

including a parrot (Nottebohm, 1970), a hummingbird (see above), and a

variety of passeriform or perching birds (see Nottebohm, 1972; Thielcke,

1969, 1970 for reviews).

Dialects in some species may involve only a single song per indi-

vidual, but delimiting dialect areas in species with larger repertoires

becomes considerably more difficult. With species such as the Cardinal
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and Chaffinch, song dialects must be defined by a greater incidence of

certain song patterns which occur less frequently or are completely

absent elsewhere. In the Bewick's Wren some song patterns remain very

constant over distances of several km, while others appear confined to

small patches of relatively isolated habitat. The power-line swath

between the territories of Birds 30 and 49 (Figure 1) might be called

a "dialect boundary," for several song variations were found only to

the north or south of this point. Yet other song variations were common

to both areas. Thus, dialects based on a few song patterns are often

relatively easy to establish, but the term "dialect" per se becomes

quite academic when attempting to delimit areas by evaluating the degree

of change in all song patterns simultaneously.

In the Bewick's Wren young males disperse from their father's

territory and in the process of establishing their own territory learn

the songs of the neighboring territorial males. In my study the

territories of father and son ranged from 0.1 to 3.2 km apart, and

birds appeared to disperse without regard to dialect boundaries as

might have been defined above. Young males disperse freely along fence

rows, and across power-line swaths or other such habitat barriers, and

once established, learn songs of neighboring territorial males which are

frequently encountered. But the same barriers which are easily navigated

during dispersal can prevent frequent contact between established birds

on opposite sides, and learning of song patterns across these barriers

is then deterred. In this manner birds occupying patches of habitat

isolated by fence rows, etc., tend to sing similarly. The site tenacity

expressed for the same individual territories year after year tends to
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strengthen and perpetuate these similarities.

Lack of contact across such barriers is relative, however, and

some exchange of song variations occurs. For example, some young males

are forced to establish initial territories in poor habitats, including

fence rows. A juvenile in the fence row between Birds 98 and 168

(Figure 1) would undoubtedly learn entire songs or portions of songs

from both birds. If Bird 98 then died, this young male could usurp

this vacated habitat, and songs typical of the west which were learned

from Bird 168 would be introduced to the east. Variation 5 of song

pattern L (see Figures 19, 20) may have extended its range to the east

in this manner. The subsequent fate of such a variation in a new area

depends on the survival of the carrier, the ability of adjacent habitat

to support young territorial males following the breeding season (a

function of habitat configuration and density of adult males), and

the number (if any) of young males which during the next fall actually

learn and perpetuate that variation. A unique variation in a foreign

area might be eliminated after one season or it could become very

common--its fate probably contains a large element of chance.

In the Bewick's Wren most new song elements probably develop

through failure to make a perfect copy of the model song. The variation

of song pattern A in Figure 16 is an excellent example. However, new

song elements could conceivably arise in at least two other ways.

During song development in Cardinals, Lemon (1971) found a tendency for

a progressive change or "drift" in the repeated syllables of a trill.

Andrew (1969) reported the same phenomenon in domestic chicks. Suc-

cessive syllables in song trills of the Bewick's Wren are very constant,
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and drift probably plays a minor role here. Improvisation is important

in song development of Song Sparrows (Mulligan, 1966), but probably

affects song learning in the Bewick's Wren very little, for all the

song types developed by Bird 349 (see page 52) were nearly perfect

copies of the songs of other males.

Inter-populational Song Variation

Differences in the structure of song elements are expected to

change over distance in the same manner that song variations at any

one locality change through time. Thus, few song patterns occurring

at the Finley refuge are found 150 km north on Sauvie Island. Song

elements may be expected to reoccur by chance in more distant portions

of the geographical range of the species, with the frequency of

reoccurrence inversely related to the complexity of the song element.

Such a pattern of geographical variation is more easily understood

than that which is found in the Indigo Bunting, where most of the notes

(or syllables) sung by birds in New York, Michigan, and Kentucky are

alike (Shiovitz and Thompson, 1970; Emlen, 1971). Indigo Buntings

also learn their songs (Rice and Thompson, 1968), but as Emlen (1971:

407) concludes, the "biological significance of this geographical

similarity in song is not yet fully understood."

Perhaps the most attractive hypothesis for explaining the geo-

graphical variation in bird songs is discussed by Marler (1960). He

argues that if bird song plays a major role as a behavioral isolating

mechanism, songs of a given species must be distinct from those of all

other sympatric species and will therefore vary geographically as the
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the species composition and the total "sound environment" vary.

Different, especially noncompeting species in the same habitat sing

differently, for confusion and energy wastage in territorial defense

and mate selection are selected against. Our understanding of these

matters is poor, and assessment of the total sound environment in any

habitat has never been attempted. Furthermore, we know that birds have

far better hearing than do humans (see Thorpe, 1961) and inter-

individual recognition has been demonstrated in a number of species

(Weeden and Falls, 1959; Bertram, 1970; Mundinger, 1970). The degree

of difference necessary in the songs of sympatric species in order to

avoid confusion is unknown, and Marler (1960) discusses some examples

of apparent specific indistinctiveness found at two localities. If

two identically singing, unrelated allopatric species extend their

ranges, selection for specific distinctiveness and divergence of song

patterns would undoubtedly occur in areas of range overlap (especially

among noncompeting species--see Cody, 1969). Perhaps the many song

patterns and singing behaviors seen among various species are a result

of selection for specific distinctiveness, but as Thielcke (1969)

argues, little evidence for "contrast reinforcement" or character

divergence can be found. Specific recognition probably sets the limits

for interspecific song similarities in areas of sympatry, but within

these limits, probably any one of a multitude of song patterns or singing

behaviors would satisfy requirements for specific recognition. The

degree to which a factor such as genetic pleiotropism may affect the

phenotype should also be kept in mind (Mayr, 1963).

If this overall line of thinking is valid, a rich and varied sound
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environment would tend to restrict the sound spectrum available to each

species in much the same way that many radio stations must restrict the

frequency range of their output. Finer and more careful tuning is

necessary in areas with many species (or radio stations), and we might

expect songs to be less variable and more stereotyped in areas of high

species diversity. Bewick's Wrens breed in many habitat types within

a given region, and in this way are exposed to the songs of a variety

of species, the number of which increases in general with decreasing

latitude. The relative stereotypy of Arizona songs is most striking,

and could possibly be related to patterns of species richness. In

southeastern Arizona a fairly large element of the subtropical avi-

fauna occurs; about 30 basically Mexican species are found in the

United States only in this region (Lane, 1965).

Patterns of song variability are nearly impossible to measure

objectively, and the objective measures of number of song and phrase

types in individual repertoires is probably not a good measure of

variability. The coefficient of variation (CV), the ratio of the

standard deviation to the mean of a sample, is a measure of the

variability within any sample. But I found no trend in CV's with lati-

tude, and in the 14 song parameters of Table 7, wrens of the depauperate

Santa Cruz Island avifauna had no more "variable" songs than did the

wrens on the adjacent mainland. In fact, in eight of the 14 measures

(57.1 percent) Santa Barbara birds were more variable, i.e., had a

larger CV. Learning of songs by juveniles must occur throughout the

range of the species, for neighboring males always have nearly identical

songs. And I found no apparent difference in the degree of learning, as
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expressed by song similarities among neighboring males, among the wrens

of rich (Santa Barbara, California or Madera Canyon, Arizona) or

depauperate (Santa Cruz Island, California) avifaunas.

The only song measure which I found correlated with latitude was

the frequency range of song phrases. This observation may be related

to the concept of finer tuning required for specific recognition in

species-rich environments, especially since the frequency range of song

phrases from Santa Cruz Island was comparable to the frequency range of

more depauperate faunas at higher latitudes. The total number of

passerines breeding in all habitats on the island is approximately 25

(Howell, 1917; revised little by Diamond, 1969). The total number of

passerines breeding in two oak woodlands in the Willamette Valley of

western Oregon studied by Anderson (1970) was 28, but only woodland

species are included here. Species such as the Western Meadowlark,

included in the Santa Cruz census, are not included in Anderson's

count. The number of passerine species breeding on Santa Cruz Island

is probably comparable to the number of species to which the Bewick's

Wren is exposed in northern Washington state or British Columbia,

Canada, and if the graph of frequency range and latitude is extra-

polated, the Santa Cruz sample with a 4.13 kHz frequency range would be

expected in mainland populations at 49.9 degrees north latitude,

essentially the Washington state-Canadian border. Thus, it appears

that the frequency range of the song (song phrases here) is inversely

related to species richness, but further work with other species is

needed in order to verify the existence of such a trend.

The songs of California and Oregon birds are perhaps most
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comparable in overall length and organization, and comparisons of

repertoire sizes between these two regions are therefore most meaning-

ful. California wrens have larger repertoires than do Oregon wrens.

Song Sparrows studied by Mulligan (1966) in California also have larger

repertoires GC = 15.8) than do Oregon Song Sparrows (i = 9, Kroodsma

and Gibson, unpublished material). Developmental time among different

populations may well be important (Mulligan, 1966), for it does explain

the variability in repertoire size in a given population (see Figure 12).

The differences in songs between the Santa Cruz Island and Santa

Barbara, California, populations are similar to the differences which

have accumulated between the Arizona and Colorado populations, yet the

biological implications are not necessarily the same. Young birds in

Oregon disperse and then establish a permanent territory, learning the

songs where the territory is established. If this pattern occurs

throughout the range of the species, free exchange of juveniles between

an island and mainland "population" could occur. Great differences in

songs between the two areas could be maintained if the sensitive period

for song learning followed the flight across the Santa Barbara Channel.

The Arizona and Colorado populations are separated by a greater distance

as well as by some major barriers--any gene exchange would probably be

gradual rather than saltatory. From the differences in songs one could

in no way predict the subspecific classification of these populations,

for the most divergent Arizona and Colorado birds belong to the sub-

species T. b. eremophilus, while the mainland and island populations in

California have been classified as T. b. correctus and T. b. nesophilus,

respectively (American Ornithologists' Union, 1957).
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APPENDIX

Scientific Names of Bird Species*

Domestic Chicken
Little Hermit
White-winged Parrot
ROCK Wren
Bewick's Wren
Long-billed Marsh Wren
Catbird
Mockingbird
Brown Thrasher
Indian Hill Mynah
Western Meadowlark
Red-winged Blackbird
Pied Flycatcher
Chaffinch
European Siskin
Pine Siskin
American Goldfinch
Bullfinch
Zebra Finch
Song Sparrow
Rufous-collared Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Oregon Junco
Chipping Sparrow
Brewer's Sparrow
Rufous-sided Towhee
Cardinal

Indigo Bunting

Gallus domesticus
Phaethornis languemareus**
Amazona amazonica**
Salpinctes obsoletus
Thryomanes bewickii
Telmatodytes palustris
Dumetella carolinensis
Mimus polyglottus
Toxostoma rufum
Gracula religiosa**
Sturnella neglecta
Agelaius phoeniceus
Muscicapa hypoleuca r

Fringilla coelebs**
Carduelis pinus**
Spinus pinus
Spinus tristis
Pyrrhula pyrrhula**
Poephila guttata:-'3.

Melospiza melodia
Zonotrichia capensis-'-
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Junco oregonus
Spizella passerina
Spizella breweri
Pipilo erythrophthalmus
Richmondena cardinalis
Passerina cyanea,

*According to the American Ornithologists' Union (1957), unless
otherwise indicated.

`*According to Peters(1931-1968).


